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What%Janus%Means%for%Teacher%Unions%and%What%Unions%Can%
Do%About%It%
%
Author:(Jordan(Posamentier(

INTRODUCTION))
!

Anticipating! the! ruling! of! a! forthcoming! Supreme! Court! decision,!

teacher! unions,! including! the! Washington! Educators! Association!

(WEA),!are!soon!to!be!in!serious!trouble!and!seem!to!be!giving!up!

over! getting! smart.! In! this! article,! I’ll! discuss! the! likely! opinion! in!

Janus,! how! it! will! adversely! affect! teacher! unions,! how! teacher!
unions!are!preparing!for!it,!and!what!else!unions!can!do!to!prepare.!!

!

JANUS)AND)ITS)PROGENITOR))
!

On!February!26,!2018,!the!Supreme!Court!will!hear!oral!arguments!

in! Janus& v.& American& Federation& of& State,& County,& and&Municipal&
Employees!(AFSCME),!the! latest!case!of! its!kind!to!make!it!to!the!

Supreme!Court!over! the! last! several!years.
1
!The! issue! in! Janus& is!

whether!First!Amendment!free!speech!rights!of!public!employees,!

including!teachers,!are!violated!when!the!state!requires!them!to!

pay!union!dues.!Some!states!like!Washington!require!teachers!to!

belong! to! their! labor! union.! In! such! mandatory! dues! states,!

teachers!pay!union!dues! in!their!entirety,!or!they!can!opt!to!pay!

only!those!dues!pertaining!to!what!the!union!categorizes!as!nonN

political!activity,!which!is!activity!predominantly!around!collective!

bargaining,!also!known!as!“agency!fees.”!Those!who!opt!out!miss!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1!Predecessor!cases!include!Knox&v.&Service&Employees,!567!U.S.!310!(2012);!
Harris&v.&Quinn,!523!U.S.!(2014),!134!S.Ct.!2618!(2014);!and!Friedrichs&v.!
California&Teachers&Association,!136!S.!Ct.!1083,!194!L.!Ed.!2d!255!(2016).!!
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out!on!ratifying!labor!contracts!and!sometimes!other!benefits!like!

unionNprovided! liability! insurance.!But! in!mandatory!dues!states,!

teachers! have! to! pay! something.! (Where! mandatory! fees! don’t!

exist!–!in!“right!to!work”!states!–!teachers!choose!to!pay!in!full!to!

belong!to!their!union,!or!they!opt!out!completely!and!pay!nothing.)!!

!

Unions! argue! that! teachers! in! mandatory! dues! states,! where!

belonging!to!a!union!is!required,!must!pay!their!“fair!share”!(the!

union!term!for!“agency!fee”)!to!avoid!freeriding!on!benefits!they!

receive!from!collective!bargaining.!(Teacher!unions!in!these!states!

typically!must!negotiate!on!behalf!of!all!teachers.)!Teachers!who!

have!grown!disenchanted!with!their!union!disagree.!They!oppose!

the! agency! fees! and! argue! that! even! matters! in! collective!

bargaining! –! as! in! negotiations! around! tenure,! layoffs,! and!

compensation!–!are!political!in!nature!and!compel!teacher!support!

even!when!they!object! for!political! reasons! to!what! the!union! is!

doing! on! these! matters.! Agency! fees! are! not! only! unfair,! they!

argue,!but!if!money!is!speech,!then!they!violate!their!free!speech!

rights.!!

In!2016,!the!issue!came!before!the!Court!in!Friedrichs(v.(California(
Teachers( Association.! Teachers! disgruntled! with! their! union!
challenged!Abood&v.&Detroit&Board&of&Education,!431!U.S.!209!(1977),!
which! laid!down!the!precedent! that!public!employees!who!didn’t!

want!to!join!their!union!still!have!to!pay!an!agency!fee!to!cover!the!

costs! of! collective! bargaining.! The! lower! court! in! Friedrichs,!
respecting! Abood,! ruled! for! the! unions,! and! on! appeal,! every!
indication!suggested!that!the!Court!would!overturn!the!40NyearNold!

ruling.!The!writing!was!on! the!wall,!with!Alito!criticizing!Abood& in!
another!case!as!“something!of!an!anomaly”

2
!and!“questionable!on!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
!Knox&v.&Serv.&Employees&Int'l&Union,&Local&1000,!567!U.S.!298,!132!S.!Ct.!2277,!
183!L.!Ed.!2d!281!(2012).!
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several! grounds.”
3
!But!with! Justice! Scalia’s! passing,! the!Friedrichs&

Court! deadlocked! 4N4,! allowing! the! lower! court’s! ruling! for! the!

unions!to!stand.!)

With!Justice!Gorsuch!now!occupying!Scalia’s!seat,!the!Court!once!

again!has!an!appetite!for!an!agency!fee!case.!In!Janus&v.&AFSCME,!
the!7th!Circuit!dismissed!the!case!with!an!overture!for!the!plaintiffs!

to!appeal!to!the!Supreme!Court.!The!7
th
!Circuit!opined,!“Of!course,!

only! the! Supreme! Court! has! the! power,! if! it! so! chooses,! to!

overrule! Abood! …! Neither! the! district! court! nor! this! court! can!
overrule!Abood,! and! it! is!Abood! that! stands! in! the! way! of! [the!
plaintiff’s]! claim.”! Nothing! suggests! Gorsuch!will! join! the! liberal!

bloc!of!the!court!in!favor!of!stare!decisis!here.!He!has!a!record!of!

supporting! business! interests! over! labor.
4
!We! should,! therefore,!

expect! a! 5N4! ruling! in! the! plaintiffs’! favor! with! Gorsuch! in! the!

majority..! While! Janus& is! not! about! teacher! unions! (the! union!
named! in! the! suit! is! American! Federation! of! State,! County,! and!

Municipal!Employees),!Friedrichs&was,!and!the!issues!are!the!same!

in!terms!of!how!they!will!impact!teachers.!!

!

The!Court!will!likely!decide!that!First!Amendment!free!speech!rights!

trump! any! state! interest! in! stopping! public! employees! from!

freeriding! on! unionNnegotiated! contracts! that! cover! those!

employees.!The!Court!will!continue!its! longstanding!jurisprudence!

that! money! is! a! form! of! speech! and! that! compelling! public!

employees! to!pay!union!dues!against! their!will! violates! their! free!

speech!rights,!even!on!matters!the!union!would!deem!nonNpolitical.
5
!!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
!Harris&v.&Quinn,!134!S.!Ct.!2618,!189!L.!Ed.!2d!620!(2014).!

4
!For!a!brief!treatment!of!this!claim,!see!

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/09/judgmentNdayNforN

publicNunions/541449/!
5
!https://www.law.com/therecorder/sites/therecorder/2017/10/23/uNsN

supremeNcourtNtoNreconsiderNwhetherNemployeesNmayNbeNforcedNtoNpayNfairN

shareNfeesNtoNunions/!
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WHAT)HAPPENS)TO)TEACHER)UNIONS)POST)JANUS?)
!

Without!the!mandate!to!pay!union!dues,!all! states!will!effectively!

become!“right!to!work”!states!where!belonging!to!the!teacher!union!

is!an!allNorNnothing!proposition.!Inevitably,!teachers!will!opt!out.!An!

end!to!mandatory!agency!fees!might!mean!a!severe!diminishment!

of!union!influence.!!

!

Indeed,!unions!have!played!an!integral!role!in!public!education!for!

generations.! They! are! credited! with! protecting! the! teacher!

workforce! from! arbitrary! decisions! and! abusive! management!

practices.!As!Diane!Ravitch!shared!with!the!American!Federation!of!

Teachers!in!2006:!!

!

The! union! is! thus! necessary! as! a! protection! for! teachers!

against! the! arbitrary! exercise! of! power! by! heavyNhanded!

administrators.! In!our!school!systems,!as! in!our!city,!state,!

and!federal!governments,!we!need!checks!and!balances.!Just!

as! the! executive,! legislative,! and! judicial! branches! of!

government!all!act!as!checks!on!each!other,!we!need!checks!

and! balances! in! our! school! systems….[W]e! need!

independent!teacher!unions!to!assure!that!teachers'!rights!

are!protected,! to! sound! the!alarm!against!unwise!policies,!

and! to! advocate! on! behalf! of! sound! education! policies,!

especially!when!administrators!are!nonNeducators.
6
!

Whether! a! reduction! in! membership! and! dues! will! result! in! lost!

leverage! and! influence! in! collective! bargaining! is! unclear,! though!

some! recent! state! activity! (see!e.g.,!Wisconsin! and!Michigan;! see!

discussion! regarding! Wisconsin! infra)! suggests! that! shifting! from!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
!https://www.aft.org/periodical/americanNeducator/winterN2006N2007/whyN

teacherNunionsNareNgoodNteachersNand;!but&see!http://educationnext.org/badN
bargainNteacherNcollectiveNbargainingNemploymentNearnings/!(arguing!that!union!

bargaining!does!not!clearly!correlate!with!improved!student!outcomes).!!
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mandatory! dues! to! rightNtoNwork! coincides! with! curtailing! union!

collective!bargaining!scope!and!power.
7
!Below!is!a!map!showing!that!

28!states!are!rightNto!work.
8
!Washington!State!is!among!the!current!

slate!of!mandatory!dues!states.
9
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
!https://www.the74million.org/article/itsNnotNjustNunionNduesNitsNcollectiveN

bargainingNlookingNtoNstatesNthatNbannedNthemNasNpostNjanusNcrystalNball/!
8
!http://educationnext.org/teachersNunionsNriskNlosingNagencyNfeesNfriedrichsN

california/!(citing!National!Right!to!Work!Legal!Defense!Foundations).!!!
9
!Unions!also!hold!heavy!influence!in!politics,!particularly!for!Democrats.!“If!

unions!are!the!Democratic!Party’s!base,!then!teachers’!unions!are!the!base!of!

the!base.!The!two!national!teachers’!unions!—!the!American!Federation!of!

Teachers!and!the!larger!National!Education!Association!—!together!have!more!

than!4.6!million!members.!That!is!roughly!a!quarter!of!all!the!union!members!in!

the!country.!Teachers!are!the!best!field!troops!in!local!elections.!Ten!percent!of!

the!delegates!to!the!2008!Democratic!National!Convention!were!teachers’!union!

members.!In!the!last!30!years,!the!teachers’!unions!have!contributed!nearly!

$57.4!million!to!federal!campaigns,!an!amount!that!is!about!30!percent!higher!

than!any!single!corporation!or!other!union.!And!they!have!typically!contributed!

many!times!more!to!state!and!local!candidates.!About!95!percent!of!it!has!gone!

to!Democrats.”!(http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/23/magazine/23RaceN

t.html?pagewanted=all).!Weakened!teacher!unions!could!spell!tumult!for!

teachers!and!disaster!for!the!balance!of!political!power,!at!least!insofar!as!one!

of!our!major!political!parties!is!concerned.!

!
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!
!

!

HOW)ARE)TEACHER)UNIONS)PREPARING)FOR)JANUS?))
!

Teacher! unions,! anticipating! an! upending! opinion! in! Janus,! are!
bracing!for!extreme!losses.!The&74&Million,!an!education!news!and!
analysis! outlet,! provided! shared! some! of! what! unions! were!

preparing:!

!

National& Education& Association:! The! national! union! has!
modified! its! proposed! budget! for! 2017–18! to! include! an!

estimated!loss!of!20,000!fullNtime!equivalent!members.!This!

seems! accurate! because! even! larger! losses! won’t! be! felt!

until!the!2018–19!school!year.!

!
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United& Federation& of& Teachers:! UFT’s!New!York! City! local!
estimates!a!20!percent!reduction!in!membership!and!feels!

it!can!safely!cut!$16!million,!which!is!about!10!percent!of!

the!annual!dues!it!collects.!

!

California& Teachers& Association:! The! union’s! executive!
director! recently! warned! activists! to! be! prepared! for!

membership! losses! as! high! as! 30! percent! to! 40! percent.!

Despite! his! alert,! CTA! does! not! seem! to! have! made! any!

adjustments!to!its!own!2017–18!budget.!

!

Massachusetts& Teachers& Association:! The! union! hired! an!
accounting! firm! to!determine! a! prudent! level! of! reserves!

should!agency!fees!disappear.!But!because!of!increases!in!

staff! pension! and! postNretirement! health! care! liabilities,!

MTA!had!net!assets!of!negative!$3.5!million!at!the!end!of!

2016.!

!

Washington& Education& Association:& WEA! is! currently! in!

contract!negotiations!with!its!employees,!and!it!proposed!

that! their! pensions! be! based! on! their! career! average!

earnings,!rather!than!their!three!highestNearning!years.!The!

union! has! $55.5! million! in! pension! and! postNretirement!

health!care!liabilities.!In!fact,!many!NEA!state!affiliates!are!

finding! that! pension! cost! control! is! as! sticky! an! issue! for!

them! as! it! is! for! state! and! local! governments! across! the!

country.!

!

In!addition,!EducationNext!reported!on!membership!lost!following!

Wisconsin’s!2011!switch!from!mandatory!dues!to!rightNtoNwork:!!

!

Wisconsin!Act!10,!known!as!the!Wisconsin!Budget!Repair!Bill,!

eliminated! agency! fees! there! and! reshaped! the! collective!

bargaining!process.!Since!the!law’s!passage,!membership!in!

the! Wisconsin! Education! Association! Council! and! the!
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American! Federation! of! TeachersNWisconsin! has! fallen! by!

more!than!50!percent,!according!to!a!2015!report!from!the!

National! Education! Association! (NEA).! In! 2014,! NEA!

membership! in! agency! fee! states! grew!by! 5,300.! In! states!

without!agency!fees,!it!fell!by!more!than!47,000.
10
!

!

The!WEA!has!not!been!public!about!its!anticipated!losses.!From!the!

outside,! the!WEA! seems! unconcerned!with! Janus&and! the! other!
agency! fee! cases.! In! 2016,! the! WEA! only! briefly! mentioned! the!

Friedrichs! case:! five! times,! about! a! sentence! each! in! its! public!

newsletters,! and! then! once! more! in! a! “we! win”! blog! postN

Friedrichs.11!In!2017!and!thus!far!in!2018,!the!WEA!made!no!mention!

(at!least!by!name)!of!Friedrichs!or!its!successors.!A!quick!search!of!
the!WEA!website!turns!up!zero!results!when!searching!for!“Janus.”!

As!far!as!the!public!is!concerned,!it!is!entirely!unclear!how!the!WEA!

is!preparing!for!the!adverse!ruling,!if!at!all.!!

!

Currently,!Washingtonian!public!school!teachers!can!opt!out!of!full!

dues,!pay!only!their!agency!fees,!and!get!a!20N30%!rebate.
12
!A!2014!

analysis!put!the!total!percentage!of!optNouts!at!61%.
13
!The!question!

is!whether!those!optNouts!and!others!would!optNin!in!full!or!optNout!

completely!in!a!postNJanus&world.!
!

Many! Washingtonian! teachers! might! continue! their! union!

membership!even!without!an!agencyNfeeNonly!option.!They!might!

opt!to!pay!in!full!perhaps!due!to!“culture!or!peer!pressure!toward!

unity,”!as!a!veteran!teacher!recently!suggested!to!me.!But!I!suspect!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10
!http://educationnext.org/teachersNunionsNriskNlosingNagencyNfeesNfriedrichsN

california/!
11
!https://www.washingtonea.org/search/?k=friedrichs&t=documents!

12
!https://www.nwpe.org/index.php/pages/teacherNrights;!see!also!

https://www.washingtonea.org/union/howNareNyouNduesNallocated/!
13
!https://www.freedomfoundation.com/education/weaNelectioneering/!
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newcomers! to! the!educator!workforce,!or!cashNstrapped!current!

teachers,!increasingly!will!ask!why!they!should!join!or!whether!they!

can!afford! it,! given! the!option.!When!not!provided!a! compelling!

answer!or!a!reduced!rate!–!and!then!enticed!with!the!prospect!of!

taking!home!more!in!their!monthly!paycheck!–!they!will!not!join.!

!

WHAT)THE)WEA)AND)OTHER)UNIONS)CAN)DO)POST)JANUS))
!

The! forthcoming! ruling! in! Janus& should! spark! unions,! beyond!
counting! their! losses,! to! think!differently! about! their!model! and!

relationship! to! their! base.! They! need! to! articulate! their! value!

proposition!to!their!workforce.! It’s!not!that!unions!don’t!already!

provide!tremendous!value!to!their!membership!(arguably);!it’s!that!

they!aren’t!used!to!marketing!and!selling!its!value!to!members!and!

prospective! members! as! clients.! Unions! aren’t! accustomed! to!

responsive,! membershipNcentered! service.! This! explains! why!

states!that!shift!from!mandatory!dues!to!rightNtoNwork!experience!

precipitous!drops!in!membership,!and!why!polling!suggests!that!a!

large! percent! of! the! public! and! teachers! support! cases! like!

Friedrichs:!
!

Only!34!percent!of!the!public!support!agency!fees,!while!43!

percent!oppose!them.!The!remaining!23!percent!declined!to!

take! a! position.! If! the! latter! are! put! to! one! side,! a! clear!

majority,! 56! percent,! favor! ending! the! union! shop.! That!

finding! is! consistent! with! the! public’s! overall! opinion! of!

teachers! unions—as! only! 30! percent! say! they! have! had! a!

positive! effect! on! schools! and!39!percent! say! they!have! a!

negative!effect.!

!

The!more!startling!results!came!from!the!teachers.!Only!38!

percent!of!teachers!favor!the!agency!fee,!while!50!percent!

opposing! it,! with! the! remaining! 13! percent! expressing! no!

opinion.! In! other! words,! 57! percent! of! teachers! with! an!
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opinion! on! agency! fees! disagree! with! the! American!

Federation! of! Teachers! and! the! National! Education!

Association.
14
!

!!

As!an!example!of!how!teacher!unions!could!reNform!to!become!more!

membershipNoriented,! consider! the! California! Judges! Association!

(CJA).!CJA!is!a!membershipNbased!association!for!state!public!bench!

officers! in! California,! tantamount! to! a! judges! union.! In! the! midN

2000s!California!nixed!mandatory!dues!that!judicial!officers!had!to!

pay! to! the! Association.! There! was! great! concern! amongst!

Association!leadership!that!membership!would!hemorrhage!and!the!

Association!would!collapse.!Shortly!after!the!shift,!the!Association!

hired! a! new! executive! director! who! developed! the! Association!

around! membership! need.! Under! that! director’s! leadership! the!

Association:!!

!

•! developed!itself!as!the&resource!on!judicial!ethics,!
•! capitalized! on! the! camaraderie! and! networking!

opportunities! for! the! bench! with! more! “destination”!

meetings,!international!field!trips,!and!continuing!education!

opportunities,!

•! patched!gaps!in!bench!officers’!insurance,!

•! advocated! legislation!affecting!the!bench!based!heavily!on!

input!from!judges!!!

•! Differentiated! fees! for! active! judges! and! justices,! retired!

judicial!officers,!and!subordinate!judicial!officers,!in!part!for!

fairness! relating! to! ability! to! pay! and! proportional!

representation!on!the!board.!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14
!http://educationpost.org/aNdisappointingNallianceNonNfriedrichsNe4eNandNaft/!!

!
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Membership! in! the! Association! remained! high! and! steady.! The!

Association!weathered!the!storm!of!shifting!from!mandatory!dues!

to!voluntary!dues!by!zeroing!in!on!serving!the!needs!of!its!members.!!

!

The! WEA! and! other! teacher! unions! could! follow! the! judges’!

example.! They! could! become:! a! hiring! hall,! a! professional!

development!hub,!a!field!trip!provider.!When!unions!bargain,!they!

could! survey! their! teachers! first! about! various! problems! and!

possible!solutions,!not!just!send!them!a!draft!bargain!post!hoc!for!

ratification.! When! they! advocate! legislation,! they! could! form!

positions!derived! from! teacher!networks! (or! committees,! like! the!

judges! did).! And! the! list! goes! on.
15
! ! This! approach! envisages! a!

teacher!union!more!as!a!guild!than!as!a!factoryNworkerNstyled!union.!

!

A!shift!of!this!nature!would!be!bold!but!necessary!for!teacher!unions!

to!remain!strong!and!perhaps!to!become!stronger,!as!it!would!be!an!

appealing!model!in!current!rightNtoNwork!states,!not!just!future!ones!

postNJanus.!
)
TWO) LESSER) ALERNATIVES) UNIONS) MIGHT) CONSIDER) IN) THE)
WAKE)OF)JANUS)
!

There! are! two! other! fixes! beyond!membershipNcentered! services!

that!unions!could!consider!in!a!postNJanus!world.!!
!

First,!they!could!“charterize”!traditional!public!schools.!Most!states’!

charter! school! statutes! do!not! require! charter! school! teachers! to!

belong! to! public! sector! unions! because!most! charter! schools! are!

independent!nonNprofit!organizations!(all!Washington!State!charter!

schools! are! nonNprofits)! and! exempt! from! state! labor! laws.! In!

general,!their!teachers!are!not!treated!as!public!sector!employees.!

Assuming!a!Janus!ruling!is!limited!to!public!sector!unions,!unions!for!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15
!Some!of!these!examples!come!from!United&Mind&Workers.!It!contains!a!more!

comprehensive!examination!of!how!this!approach!could!be!meted!out.!
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charter!school!teachers!would!be!governed!by!private!sector!labor!

law.!As!a!private! sector!union,! the!union!could!have!a! tiered!pay!

structure!that!preserves!something!akin!to!agency!fees.!The!school,!

in!its!charter!or!even!its!performance!contract,!could!also!mandate!

that!all!teachers!belong!to!the!union.
16
!!

!

Teacher!unions!are!already!striving!to!bring!charter!school!teachers!

into!their!fold,!perhaps!to!expand!their!base!in!order!to!shore!up!the!

expected!losses!from!Janus.!In!2012,!only!7%!of!all!charter!teachers!
belonged!to!a!union,!and!about!half!of!them!were!required!to!do!so!

as!the!law!in!their!state!subjected!them!to!the!terms!of!the!collective!

bargain! in! their!district.
17
!But!over! the! last! few!years,! there!have!

been!significant!increases!in!unionization!across!charter!sectors!in!a!

number!of!cities.!Charter!school!teachers!have!increased!unionizing!

efforts! in! major! urban! areas,! such! as! Chicago,! Philadelphia,!

and! Sacramento.
18
! “[T]he! momentum! both! to! open! new! charter!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16
!The!Washington!State!Senate!advanced!a!variation!of!this!approach!for!homeN

care!workers!under!Senate!Bill!6199!this!legislative!session.!Under!Harris&v.&
Quinn,!the!Court!decided!that!homeNcare!workers!don’t!have!to!pay!agency!fees!

or!union!dues!because!they!are!not!fully!state!workers.!“SB!6199!aims!to!make!

those!workers!private!employees!by!outsourcing!the!state’s!contracting!duties!

with!a!private!vendor.!The!workers!would!technically!be!employees!of!the!

private!entity!although!they!would!still!bargain!with!the!governor’s!office!and!a!

14Nmember!board!that!includes!state!officials.!That private status would allow 
unions to create a shop where home-care workers must pay either union dues or 
agency fees if they don’t claim religious exemptions.” 
(http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/politics-
government/article199213994.html.) In sum, shifting home-care worker status 
from public to private would re-subject them to mandatory union participation 
either in fall or in part.!
17
!https://www.politico.com/story/2017/02/teachersNunionsNrampNupN

recruitmentNeffortsNatNcharterNschoolsN234958,!citing!

https://www.edreform.com/wpNcontent/uploads/2012/12/CERN

CharterLaws201212.21.2012.pdf.!(Maryland,!Kansas,!Iowa,!and!Alaska!are!cited!

as!requiring!charter!school!teachers!to!belong!to!their!union.)!
18
!https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2017/06/30/atNbigNcityNcharterNschoolsN

moreNteachersNsee.html!
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schools!and!to!organize!charter!staff!is!growing!fast.”
19
!With!unions!

growing! increasingly! familiar! with! charter! schools,! transforming!

traditional!district!schools!into!charters,!as!a!way!to!preserve!their!

base!and!strength,!could!be!an!increasingly!attractive!option.
20
!

!

Ironically,! teacher! unions! are! vehemently! opposed! to! charter!

schools.! Even! while! charter! school! unionizing! is! on! the! rise,! the!

National! Education! Association! (NEA)! just! recently! denounced!

charters!as!a!“failed!and!damaging!experiment,”!while!in!the!same!

breath! stating! that! “state! affiliates! that! seek! to! organize! charter!

schools…may! continue! to! seek! NEA’s! assistance! [in! union]!

organizing! efforts.”
21
! It! seems! untenable! that! unions! would!

simultaneously!bite!and!invite!a!hand!that!would!feed!them.!For!this!

option!to!be!fruitful,!it!would!seem!the!union!would!need!to!tone!

down!or!rethink!its!antiNcharter!stance.
22
!!

!

The!second!option,!which!I!have!not!seen!attempted!anywhere,!is!

for!unions!to!demand!in!their!bargains!that!schools!or!districts!pay!

teacher! unions! directly! based! on! a! teacher! headcount! in! their!

schools.!This!skips!over!any!free!speech!issue!the!teacher!might!have!

in!belonging! to! the!union.!Belong!or!not,! the!union!would!get! its!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19
!http://prospect.org/article/whenNchartersNgoNunion!

20
!To!extend!my!comparison!between!the!California!Judges!Association!and!the!

union,!the!Association!routinely!considers!whether!to!invite!administrative!law!

judges!and!federal!judicial!officers!to!join,!thereby!expanding!its!base.!It!has!thus!

far!declined.!
21
!https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2017/06/30/atNbigNcityNcharterNschoolsN

moreNteachersNsee.html!!
22
!The!American!Federation!of!Teachers!(AFT),!while!still!highly!critical!of!

charters,!already!takes!a!softer!tone!than!the!NEA.!(See!e.g.,!

http://www.aftacts.org/aboutNus/aftNandNcharterNschools.)!This!is!perhaps!

because!the!AFT!already!sees!unionizing!charters!as!a!strong!play.!It!has!

unionized!227!charter!schools!in!15!states,!thereby!adding!about!7,000!members!

to!its!ranks.!(See!https://www.politico.com/story/2017/02/teachersNunionsN

rampNupNrecruitmentNeffortsNatNcharterNschoolsN234958.)!
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dues.
23
!Because!schools!are!perennially!short!on!cash,!the!politics!of!

this!option!might!prove!too!challenging.!

!

Charterizing,!embedding!dues,!and!reorganizing!unions!certainly!do!

not! compose! an! exhaustive! solution! set,! but! solutions! are! what!

unions!should!be!discussing,!preferably!publicly,!at!this!point.!!

)
CONCLUSION))
!

While! these! solutions! could! help! stave! off! union! collapse! or!

diminishment,!they!are!troublesome!in!that!they!miss!what!seems!a!

rewarding! opportunity,! irrespective! of! a! court! ruling! –! the!

opportunity!for!unions!to!increase!their!responsiveness!to!the!needs!

of! their! membership.! Not! only! would! the! once! mandatory! dues!

states!be!able!to!retain!their!membership,!but!“right!to!work”!states!

could! strengthen! their! base! as!well.! Even! in! the!odd! chance! that!

Janus!rules!for!the!unions,!there!does!not!seem!to!be!a!downside!to!

pursuing! membershipNcentered! service.! Unions! could! address! (if!

membership! so! desired)! teacher! toxic! stress! and! absenteeism,!

professional! development! that! is!more! connected! and! actionable!

for!their!classrooms,!innovations!in!teacher!coaching!and!pedagogy,!

different! pay! scales! that! are! more! flexible! and! tailored! to! their!

particular! situation,! solutions! for! difficult!working! conditions! that!

have! yet! to! be! addressed,! and! perhaps! ultimately,! unions! could!

attack! headNon! what! else! teachers! believe! needs! to! happen! to!

ensure! that! every! child! in! their! jurisdiction! gains! access! to! high!

quality!and!equitable!educational!options.!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23
!Several!courts!pay!memberships!dues!to!the!California!Judges!Association!on!

behalf!of!their!bench!officers.!
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Laddering&Up:&Academic&Acceleration%

Author:(Libuse(Binder((

Students(should(advance(on(merit,(not(on(circumstances(

When! choosing! classes! for! their! junior! and! senior! years! of! high!

school,! most!Washington! students! consider! whether! to! enroll! in!

advanced! courses! (in! 2015,! 57%! did).
1
! Depending! on!where! they!

live,! the! advanced! curriculum! might! be! known! as! dualNcredit,!

Advanced! Placement! (AP),! Cambridge! International,! International!

Baccalaureate,! Running! Start,! College! in! the!High! School,! or! Tech!

Prep.!

The! benefits! of! a! rigorous! course! load! are!wellNstudied.! Students!

who!take!advanced!courses!are!more!likely!to!graduate!from!high!

school,
2
! enroll! in! college,! and! earn! an! associate’s! or! bachelor’s!

degree! in! less! time.
3
! For! students!moving!directly! into! careers!or!

technical! degrees,! the! skills! learned! in! advanced! classes,! such! as:!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!High!School!Dual!Credit!Participation!Summary,!Office!of!Superintendent!of!

Pub.!Instruction,!Washington!State!Report!Card,!(2015N2016),!

http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/DualCredit_2.aspx?domain=DualCredit&groupLeve

l!

=District&schoolId=1&reportLevel=State&yrs=2015N16&year=2015N

16&waslCategory=1.!
2
!Katherine!Hughes,!et!al.,!Broadening&the&Benefits&of&Dual&Enrollment,!The!
James!Irvine!Foundation,!1,!3,!(July!2012),!

https://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/media/k2/attachments/broadeningNbenefitsNdualN

enrollmentNrp.pdf.!!
3
!Doug!Shapiro!et!al.,!Time&to&Degree:&A&National&View&of&the&Time&Enrolled&and&
Elapsed&for&Associate&and&Bachelor’s&Degree&Earners,!Nat’l!Student!
Clearinghouse!Research!Center,!(Sep.!18,!2016),!https://nscresearchcente!

r.org/signaturereport11/!
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critical!thinking,!writing,!problem!solving,!and!projectNbased!work,!

are!just!as!applicable!and!useful!in!the!workplace.!

Despite!the!benefits!of!advanced!courses,!within!Washington,!there!

are! substantial! racial! disparities! in! enrollment.! The! proportion! of!

Black,! Latino,! Pacific! Islander,! and! American! Indian! students!

is! significantly! less
4
! than! the! proportion! of! these! students! in! the!

school!system,!while!the!proportion!of!White!and!Asian!students!is!

significantly!higher.! It! is!not!that!students! from!underrepresented!

backgrounds!cannot!manage!the!course!load!–!they!can!–!it!is!that!

they!are!not!entering! the!programs! in! the! first!place.! In! fact,! the!

College!Board!has!identified!that!“only!half!of!all![B]lack,!Latino!or!

NativeNAmerican! highNschool! students! with! the! ability! to! do!

advanced!work!are!enrolled!in!Advanced!Placement!courses.”
5
!

)
SO,)WHY)ARE)QUALIFIED)STUDENTS)OF)COLOR)NOT)ENROLLING)IN)
ADVANCED)CLASSES?)
)
Qualified,&but&not&identified&
!

The! process! for! identifying! “gifted”! students! who! take! advanced!

courses! varies! from! district! to! district! and! often! from! school! to!

school.!A!child’s!test!scores!in!the!3
rd
!grade!can!determine!the!next!

10!years!of!their!public!school!experience.!Often!a!kid’s!placement!

is!most!influenced!by!their!parent!having!the!time,!experience,!and!

energy!to!advocate!for!them.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
!Claudia!Rowe,!Gifted&Programs&Across&Washington&Leave&Out&Black&and&Latino&
Students&—&but&Federal&Way&Is&One&Model&For&Change,!The!Seattle!Times,!(Apr.!

2,!2017),!https://www.seattletimes.com/educationNlab/giftedNprogramsNacrossN

washingtonNleaveNoutNblackNandNlatinoNstudentsNexceptNinNfederalNway/.!
5
!Claudia!Rowe,!Walla&Walla&Earns&National&Honors&For&Connecting&More&Kids&to&
Advanced&Learning,!The!Seattle!Times,!(Dec.!28,!2017),!

https://www.seattletimes.com/educationNlab/wallaNwallaNearnsNnationalN

honorsNforNconnectingNmoreNkidsNtoNadvancedNlearning/.!
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While!this!works!for!children!whose!parents!can!be!advocates,!many!

children!are!not!placed!in!advanced!programs!because!their!parents!

do!not!have!the!time!or!the!experience!to!pursue!advanced!classes!

for!them.!Even!the!kids!who!struggle!to!advocate!for!themselves!are!

unlikely!to!find!their!way!into!the!advanced!classes!they!are!qualified!

for,!simply!because!their!school!never!identified!them!for!advanced!

placement.!

If!you!ask!these!students!why!they!are!not!taking!advanced!classes,!

you!might!get!one!of!these!responses:!

•! “I!didn’t!think!those!classes!were!meant!for!me.”!

•! “I!didn’t!know!they!existed.”!

•! “I!don’t!know!how!to!sign!up.”!

•! “I!heard!that!it!costs!money!to!take!them.”!

•! “I!didn’t!think!I!could!handle!the!work.”!

•! “None!of!my!friends!were!taking!them.”!

These!students!are!smart,!and!their!parents!want!them!to!succeed,!

but! the! current! systems! do! not! provide! the! adequate! individual!

attention! and! information! that! could! answer! their! questions! or!

assuage! their! fears.! If! the! quality! of! a! child’s! public! education!

depends!primarily!on!the!ability!of!their!parent!to!advocate!on!their!

behalf,!the!system!is!not!working.!!

Removing&barriers&and&making&it&work)

In!2013,!Stand!for!Children!helped!pass!a!law
6
!establishing!a!grant!

program! that! incentivizes! school! districts! to! adopt! an! Academic!

Acceleration! policy.! Since! then,! over! 50! districts
7
! have! initiated! a!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
!H.B.!1642,!63rd!Leg.,!Reg.!Sess.!(Wa.!2013).!!

7
!Washington!School!Districts!That!Have!Adopted!Academic!Acceleration!(AAP),!

Stand!For!Children,!(Aug.!2016),!
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program.!An!Academic!Acceleration!program!automatically!enrolls!

all!qualified!students!in!advanced!coursework.!No!signNup!required.!

It! removes! one! of! the! most! significant! barriers! that! keeps!

underrepresented! students! from! advanced! classrooms:! the!

identification!process.!

Although! it! is!simple,!Academic!Acceleration!has!greatly! impacted!

places!like!Spokane!and!Federal!Way.
8
!

Rogers!High!School! in!Spokane!has! improved!graduation! rates!30!

points!over!the!last!7!years!since!Principal!Lori!Wyborney!took!over!

in! 2010.! The! school’s! work! on! improving! the! number! of!

underrepresented! students! taking! advanced! classes! earned! them!

national!recognition!in!the!New&York&Times&last!year:!!

In!the!class!of!2016,!87!percent!of!graduates!had!taken!four!

years!of! lab!science,!and!nearly!90!percent!had!taken!four!

years! of! math,! Wyborney! said.! In! the! fall,! 437! Rogers!

students! were! enrolled! in! A.P.! courses,! up! from! 372! the!

previous!spring.!The!makeup!of!those!classes!nearly!matched!

the!socioeconomic!and!racial!demographics!of!the!school.
!9
!!

In!the!Federal!Way!School!District,!only!41%!of!upperclassmen!(35%!

of!students!of!color)!signed!up!for!advanced!classes!during!the!2009N

10! school! year.! Then! the! district! implemented! an! Academic!

Acceleration! policy! that! autoNenrolled! every! qualified! student! in!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

https://stand.org/sites/default/files/Washington/WA_2018_AcademicAccel_MA

P.pdf.!
8
!Claudia!Rowe,!Gifted&Programs&Across&Washington&Leave&Out&Black&and&Latino&
Students&—&but&Federal&Way&Is&One&Model&For&Change,!The!Seattle!Times,!(Apr.!

2,!2017),!https://www.seattletimes.com/educationNlab/giftedNprogramsNacrossN

washingtonNleaveNoutNblackNandNlatinoNstudentsNexceptNinNfederalNway/.!
9
!Sarah!Butrymowicz,!A&School&Where&Raising&the&Bar&Lifts&Hope,!The!New!York!
Times,!(Mar.!9,!2017),!https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/09/opinion/aNschoolN

whereNraisingNtheNbarNliftsNhope.html.!
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advanced! classes;!only!one! year! later,! the!number!of! students!of!

color!enrolled!in!advanced!course!work!nearly!doubled.!

!

Any!student!may!optNout!of!an!advanced!class,!but!the!expectation!

and!opportunities!are!clear.!If!you!are!qualified,!no!matter!who!you!

are!or!where!you!are!from,!you!will!have!the!chance!to!participate!

in! advanced! coursework! and! earn! college! credit.! Academic!

Acceleration!means!every!qualified!kid!can!“ladder!up”!and!pursue!

their!dreams.!

This!year,!Stand!for!Children!is!pursuing!Academic!Acceleration!as!

part!of!our!legislative!agenda.!The!program!works.!It!helps!solve!the!

problem!of!disparate!representation!in!advanced!classes!and!has!an!

immediate!impact!on!hundreds!of!students.!We!would!like!to!see!it!

in!every!school!and! in!every!district! throughout! the!country.!Stay!

tuned! in! 2018! to! see! if! our! dream! becomes! reality,! whether!

Academic!Acceleration!is!expanded!to!benefit!every&kid.
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%
Essential% Early% Learning:% Public% Policy% to% Support% Early%
Mathematics%

Author:(Carlin(Llorente(

In!Washington’s!South!Bend!School!District,!Early!Learning!Fellow!

Barbe!Porter!works!to!mathematize!early!learning!so!that!classroom!

environments,! daily! routines,! free! play,! and! conversations! all!

provide!opportunities! for!children!to!develop!their! skills!as!young!

mathematicians.! She’s! one! of!many! families,! educators,! and! care!

providers! doing! all! they! can! to! support! the! learning! and! healthy!

development!of!approximately!425,000!children!under!six!growing!

up! in!Washington.!An!essential!dimension!of! that!development! is!

the!capacity!to!think!and!solve!problems!mathematically.!

!

Early!Math! is!a! core! initiative! for!Washington!STEM,!a! stateNwide!

nonprofit!organization!dedicated! to!advancing!equity,! innovation,!

and! excellence! in! STEM! (Science,! Technology,! Engineering,! and!

Mathematics)! education,!because! the! road! to! full! participation! in!

civic! life!and!STEM!careers!starts!when!children!are!small.!As!one!

might! expect,! early! mathematics! learning! predicts! future!

performance! in! mathematics! and! other! STEM! disciplines.!

Importantly,! research! also! finds! that! developing! strong! early!

mathematics!skills! is!arguably! the!strongest!predictor!of!OVERALL!

academic!performance!and!achievement!(Duncan!et!al,!2007).!!!

!

Across! the! six! essential! readiness! domains! (socialNemotional,!

physical,! cognitive,! language,! literacy,! and! mathematics)!

mathematics! scores! have! regularly! been! the! lowest! for! entering!

kindergarteners.!Only!66%!of!the!most!recent!class!of!some!85,000!

Washington! kindergarteners! (WaKIDS,! 2017)! began! school! having!
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received! the! support! necessary! to! develop! essential! early!

mathematics! skills.!Worse! yet,! for! children! of! color! and! children!

growing!up!in!lowNincome!communities,!as!few!as!42%!of!them!start!

kindergarten!having!received!the!necessary!support!to!start!school!

ready!in!mathematics.!!

!

Washington!STEM!and!our!partners!are!dedicated!to!reducing!the!

practical,! cultural,! and! structural! barriers! that! disproportionally!

inhibit! the!development!and!early!math! learning!of!children! from!

these!groups.!Fortunately,! it! is!within!our!power!to!enact!reforms!

that! will! help! today’s! early! learners! become! adults! prepared! to!

participate!in!public!life!and!take!up!family!wage!STEM!careers!that!

require!advanced!certification!or!university!degrees.! In!particular,!

there!are!three!specific!policy!priorities!that!can!move!us!forward.!!

!

Policy)Priority)1:)Fully)Fund)Public)Preschool))
!

The!most!obvious!public!policy!lever!is!to!provide!all!eligible!children!

with!access!to!highNquality!preschool!learning!opportunities!through!

Head! Start! and! Washington’s! Early! Childhood! Education! and!

Assistance!Program!(ECEAP).!Participation!in!highNquality!preschool!

programs! is! strongly! associated! with! school! readiness! and! later!

school! success.!Unfortunately,! fewer! than!half!of!eligible! children!

have! access! to! publicly! supported! preschool.! Together,!

Washington’s!Head!Start!and!ECEAP!programs!provide!high!quality!

public! preschool! opportunities! to! more! than! 21,000! lowNincome!

children! and! their! families.! Unfortunately,! Washington’s!

Department! of! Early! Learning! calculates! that! more! than! 22,000!

additional!children!are!eligible!for!such!services!(Saturation!Study,!

March! 2017)! but! go! unserved.! Funding! for! additional! programs!

would!provide!a!stronger,!more!equitable!start!for!those!children!in!

our!state!facing!the!greatest!challenges!when!it!comes!to!reaching!

their!full!academic!potential.!!

!

Policy)Priority)2:)Increase)Investment)in)Professional)Development)
for)PKQ5)Educators)
)
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Additional! investments! in! the! systems! that! support! professional!

learning! for! care! providers,! early! educators,! and! elementary!

teachers! would! pay! tremendous! dividends.! Strengthening! and!

scaling! systems!of! support! for! professional! learning! is! one!of! the!

best!and!most!efficient!ways!to!increase!the!quality!of!support!for!

early!mathematics! learning!and!better!support! the!educators!and!

the!children!they!serve.!

!

The!Department!of!Early!Learning! (DEL),! in!partnership!with!Child!

Care!Aware!of!Washington!(CCA),!provides!training!and!professional!

development!to!all!licensed!childcare!and!preschool!providers!that!

participate! in! the! state’s! Early! Achievers! program.! Currently,! the!

typical!care!provider!receives!10!hours!of!professional!development!

per! year.! This! professional! learning! includes! all! the! essential!

domains! relevant! to! supporting! children’s! healthy! development.!

Additional!investments!in!professional!learning!for!early!educators!

would! foster!professional! learning!and!skill!development! that!will!

help!early!educators!strengthen!their!teaching!and!deliver!on!their!

commitment! to! serve! generations! of! children! in! their! care!

throughout!their!careers.!!

!

Washington’s! Office! of! the! Superintendent! for! Public! Instruction!

and!the!Association!of!Educational!Service!Districts!(AESD)!support!

professional!development!of!PKN12!educators.!AESD!is!charged!with!

connecting! early! learning! providers! with! the! KN12! system! and!

supporting! children’s! successful! kindergarten! transition.! ! In!

undertaking! this! work,! they! coordinate! and! collaborate!with! DEL!

and!CCA!of!Washington.!While!these!educators!receive!several!days!

of! professional! learning! each! year,! more! support! is! needed.!

Additional! resources!can!and!should!be!dedicated!to! increase!the!

intensity!and!duration!of!professional!learning!opportunities!in!the!

form! of! professional! development! days! for! preschool! and!

elementary!educators,!and!more!time!and!resources!dedicated!to!

supporting!adults!in!developing!their!early!math!teaching!skills.!!!

!

In! particular,! there! is! an! urgent! need! to! provide! stable,! onNgoing!

support!for!Early!Learning!Coordinator!positions!at!each!Educational!
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Service!District.!In!the!ESD!system,!Coordinators!act!as!champions!

for!professional! learning!and!development!within!specific!content!

areas.! ! For! other! crucial! domains! like! Science! and!Mathematics,!

Washington!has!made!it!a!priority!to!provide!longNterm!support!for!

a!fullNtime!coordinator!position!at!each!ESD.!These!leaders!organize!

professional!development!and!support!growing!networks!of!expert!

educators! for! these! domains! through! Fellows! programs.! Similar!

support! for! Early! Learning! Coordinators! and! the! Early! Learning!

Fellows! program,! which! focuses! on! professional! leadership! and!

early!mathematics,!supports!educators!like!Barbe!Porter!and!should!

be!a!top!priority!for!state!leaders.!!

!

Policy)Priority)3:)Increase)Support)for)Families)
!

More! than! half! (at! least! 58%)! of! Washington! children! arrive! at!

kindergarten! without! having! participated! in! a! formal! preschool!

program.! There! is! a! clear! need! for! investment! in! innovative!

programs!and!resources!that!better!support!families! in!cultivating!

young!children’s!learning.!Families!do!everything!in!their!power!to!

support! healthy! development,! but! few! have! been! supported! in!

understanding! the! importance! of! early! mathematics! or! the!

possibility!supporting!children’s!early!mathematics!learning.!In!fact,!

few! realize! everything! that! they! could! be! doing! to! support! their!

young! mathematicians.! Because! of! negative! experiences! with!

school!mathematics,!many! primary! caregivers! have! negative! selfN

beliefs! about!mathematics,!math! anxieties,! and! an!overly! narrow!

and!negative!understanding!of!what!mathematics!(especially!early!

mathematics)!is.!While!these!factors!inhibit!many!adult’s!ability!to!

help!foster!children’s! inNborn!mathematical!potential,!they!can!be!

ameliorated.!

!

New!and!better! supports!are!needed! to!help! families!understand!

that! playing! and! talking! about!mathematics! can! have! a! powerful!

impact!on!children’s!healthy!development!and!are!within!reach!of!

all! families.! Resources! can! help! recast! mathematics! as! ways! of!

thinking!and!problem!solving!that!are!important!tools!for!all!people,!

and! to! see! accessible! everyday! activities! like! counting,! thinking!
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about!order!(first,!second,!etc.),!and!recognizing!shapes!and!spatial!

relationships!like!“over”!and!“behind”!provide!potentially!thousands!

of!opportunities!each!year!to!support!essential!learning!before!and!

after!children!start!school.!!

!

The)Way)Forward)
!

Jennifer! Gonzales,! an! educator! from! the! Cheney! School! District,!

another! Washington! Early! Learning! Fellow,! reflects! on! her! own!

experience!developing!her!skills!to!support!young!mathematicians.!

In!her!example,!we!see!a!future!where!all!educators,!caregivers,!and!

families!develop!the!skills!to!support!powerful,!playful,!mathematics!

learning!for!all!children!in!our!state.!!

!

“Now,! instead! of! focusing! primarily! on! rote! counting! or! number!

identification,!we!focus!on!developing!a!concrete!understanding!and!

deeper! sense! of! numbers! 0N10.! You! see,! when! asked! the! right!

questions!and!given!appropriate!materials! I’ve! seen! firsthand! the!

incredible!mathematical!capabilities!of!young!children.!For!example,!

we!ask!children!to!show!5!on!their!fingers.!Inevitably!everyone!holds!

up!one!hand!displaying!five!fingers.!Then!they!are!asked!to!show!5!

on!their!fingers!a!different!way.!The!first!time!they!are!presented!

with!this!task!they!give!quizzical!looks!and!respond!by!showing!their!

other!hand!or!by!laying!their!hand!flat.!Soon,!though,!they!see!they!

can!use!3!fingers!on!one!hand!and!2!on!another!they!are!amazed;!

and! before! long! they! are! displaying! the! numbers! 2N7! in! many!

different!ways!”!!
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%

Development%of%School%Discipline%Law%in%Washington%

Author:(Alyssa(Fairbanks(

At! a! time! when! the! Federal! Department! of! Education! (ED)! is!

considering!rescinding!or!changing!discipline!guidance
1
!local!efforts!

to!ensure!that!effective!and!equitable!discipline!methods!are!used!

in! schools! becomes! increasingly! important.!While! ED! has! not! yet!

offered! details! on! any! potential! changes,! this! rumored!move! has!

already!seen!pushback!as!more!than!50!members!of!Congress!sent!

Education! Secretary! Betsy! DeVos! a! letter! in! December! of! 2017!

opposing!any!changes!to!federal!guidance!documents.
2
!

!

Regardless!of!potential!changes!to!federal!guidance,!an!increasing!

number! of! schools! are!moving! away! from! traditional!methods! of!

exclusionary! discipline! and! zero! tolerance! policies,! as! there! is!

increasing! awareness! that! excluding! students! from! the! classroom!

often!does!more!harm!than!good.
3
!It!is!important!to!acknowledge!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!See&e.g.,&U.S.!Dept.!of!Justice,!U.S.!Dept.!of!Education,!Dear!Colleague!Letter!on!
the!Nondiscriminatory!Administration!of!School!Discipline!(Jan.!8,!2014),!

available!at!www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/colleagueN201401NtitleN

vi.html.!!
2
!Wayne!D’Orio,!Is&School[Discipline&Reform&Moving&Too&Fast?,!The!Atlantic,!Jan.!
11,!2018,!available!at!www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2018/01/isN

schoolNdisciplineNreformNmovingNtooNfast/550196/;!Press!Release,!Murphy,!

Kaine,!Mceachin!&!Colleagues!(Dec.!15,!2017),!available&at&
www.murphy.senate.gov/newsroom/pressNreleases/murphyNkaineNmceachinN

andNcolleaguesNaskNdevosNforNanswersNonNdisciplinaryNprotectionsNforNminorityN

students.!
3
!See:&Are&Zero&Tolerance&Policies&Effective&in&the&Schools?&An&Evidentiary&Review&
and&Recommendations,&854!(American!Psychological!Association,!2006)!
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that!changes!to!existing!disciplinary!structures!can!be!challenging!to!

put!into!effect!and!often!trigger!criticism!about!a!lack!of!adequate!

training!and!resources!before!implementing!change.
4
!Additionally,!

some! school! districts! have! seen! an! increase! in! teacher! turnover,!

which!could!be!linked,!in!part,!to!these!changes.
5
!However,!schools!

embracing! alternative!methods!of! behavior!management! can! see!

dramatic!results,!such!as!a!decrease!from!1,628!expulsions!and!outN

ofNschool! suspensions! in! 2013! to! 475! in! 2016! in! one!Washington!

school! district.
6
! Despite! the! challenges,! alternative! discipline! has!

become! a! growing! trend! and! changes! at! the! local! level! are!

increasingly!being!reflected!in!state!laws.
7
!

!

Washington!State!has!made!strides!in!the!last!five!years!to!address!

the!overuse!and!disproportionate!use!of!discipline.!At!the!State!level!

this! has! included! a! series! of! laws! aimed!at! decreasing! the!use!of!

exclusionary! discipline,! clarifying! definitions,! and! requiring! data!

collection! and! analysis! to! attempt! to! address! root! causes! of!

disproportionality.! At! the! district! and! school! level,! innovative!

methods!of!alternative!behavior!management,!such!as!restorative!

justice! practices,! positive! behavioral! interventions,! and! trauma!

informed!practices,!are!being!used!across! the!State.!Much!of! this!

work!has!been!done!at! a! grassNroots! level!by! individual! teachers,!

principals,! superintendents,! education! advocates,! and! community!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

available&at!www.apa.org/pubs/info/reports/zeroNtolerance.pdf.!(“Schools!with!
higher!rates!of!suspension!tend!to!have!lower!academic!quality,!pay!less!

attention!to!school!climate…and!receive!lower!ratings!on!school!governance!

measures…Perhaps!more!important,!recent!research!indicates!a!negative!

relationship!between!the!use!of!school!suspension!and!expulsion!and!schoolN

wide!academic!achievement,!even!when!controlling!for!demographics!such!as!

socioeconomic!status.!Although!such!findings!do!not!demonstrate!causality,!it!

becomes!difficult!to!argue!that!zero!tolerance!creates!more!positive!school!

climates!when!its!use!is!associated!with!more!negative!outcomes.”)!
4
!D’Orio,!supra&note!2.&&

5
!Id.!!

6
!Id.&

7
!Id.&(Noting!that!more!than!25!states!have!passed!legislation!to!reduce!the!use!

of!outNofNschool!suspension).!!
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organizers.! Additionally,! local! efforts! are! being! recognized! at! the!

State! level,! which! could! provide! the! push! to! change! discipline!

culture!and!improve!outcomes!for!all!students!in!Washington.!

!

This!paper!seeks!to!review!the!evolution!of!State!laws!that!impact!

discipline!in!schools!and!to!offer!a!few!ideas!of!areas!where!greater!

attention!could!be!focused.!!

!!

The)Problem)with)Exclusionary)Discipline)
)
Traditional! exclusionary! discipline,! which! is! often! driven! by! zero!

tolerance! discipline! policies,! includes! any! discipline! method! that!

removes! a! student! from! the! classroom.! The! zero! tolerance!

philosophy!was!widely! adopted! in! schools! in! the!early!1990s!and!

resulted! in! policies! that! mandated! the! application! of!

“predetermined!consequences,!most!often!severe!and!punitive! in!

nature,!that!are!intended!to!be!applied!regardless!of!the!gravity!of!

behavior,! mitigating! circumstances,! or! situational! context.”
8
! Zero!

tolerance! policies! assume! that! removing! disruptive! students! will!

deter!other!students! from!disruption!and!will!create!an! improved!

climate!for!those!students!who!remain!in!the!classroom.
9
!

!

A! growing! body! of! research! indicates! that! exclusionary! discipline!

impacts! students! in!highly!damaging!ways.!Higher!discipline! rates!

and! exclusion! from! the! classroom! leads! to! disconnection,! higher!

dropout! rates,! increased! delinquency,! a! higher! chance! of! lifelong!

poverty,!and!an!increased!likelihood!of!coming!into!contact!with!the!

criminal! system.
10
! Additionally,! research! shows! that! exclusionary!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
!Are&Zero&Tolerance&Policies&Effective,&supra,&at!852.&!

9
!Id.&

10
!See&e.g.,!Daniel!J.!Losen!and!Tia!Elena!Martinez,!Out&of&School&&&Off&Track:&The&

Overuse&of&Suspensions&in&American&Middle&and&High&Schools,!Center!for!Civil!
Rights!Remedies,!!http://civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/resources/projects/centerN

forNcivilNrightsNremedies/schoolNtoNprisonNfolder/federalNreports/outNofNschoolN

andNoffNtrackNtheNoveruseNofNsuspensionsNinNamericanNmiddleNandNhighN

schools/OutofSchoolNOffTrack_UCLA_4N8.pdf;!Katie!Mosehauer!et!al.,!
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discipline! has! the! potential! to! negatively! impact! both! excluded!

students! and! the! students! who! remain! in! the! classroom.
11
!

Researchers! Brea! L.! Perry! and! Edward!W.!Morris! drew! from! the!

concept! of! the! collateral! consequences! of!mass! imprisonment! to!

look!at!the!impact!of!exclusionary!discipline!on!students!and!their!

findings!suggest!that!“higher!levels!of!exclusionary!discipline!within!

schools!over!time!generate!collateral!damage,!negatively!affecting!

the!academic!achievement!of!nonNsuspended!students! in!punitive!

contexts.”
12
! They! hypothesized! that! in! highly! punitive! school!

environments! all! “students! become! both! constantly! anxious! and!

increasingly!distrustful!of!educators!who!appear!to!level!discipline!

unfairly.”
13
!

!!

In!Washington,!the!average!rate!at!which!students!are!disciplined!N!

or! the! “intervention”! rate! N! has! fallen! from!4.1%,! or! 46,306! total!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reclaiming&Students&The&Education&&&Economic&Costs&of&Exclusionary&Discipline&
in&Washington&State,&8!(Washington!Appleseed,!2012),!available&at&
http://media.wix.com/ugd/4569ed_e44ccb42cff21777ea479f4125d347df.pdf;!
Brea!L.!Perry,!The&Overuse&of&Suspension&in&American&Public&Schools&Threatens&
the&Success&of&All&Students,&American!Sociological!Review!(2015),!available&at!
blogs.lse.ac.uk/usappblog/2015/01/05/theNoveruseNofNsuspensionNinNamericanN

publicNschoolsNthreatensNtheNsuccessNofNallNstudents/!(Finding!that!exclusionary!

discipline!negatively!harms!excluded!students!and!that!“higher!levels!of!

exclusionary!discipline!within!schools!over!time!general!collateral!damage,!

negatively!affecting!the!academic!achievement!of!nonNsuspended!students!in!

punitive!contexts.);!Are&Zero&Tolerance&Policies&Effective,&at!856!(Finding!that!
some!research!has!raised!a!concern!that!zero!tolerance!policies!create,!enhance,!

or!accelerate!negative!mental!health!outcomes!for!youth!by!creating!increase!a!

student’s!sense!of!alienation,!anxiety,!and!rejection.)!
11
!Brea!L.!Perry!and!Edward!W.!Morris,!Suspending&Progress:&Collateral&

Consequences&of&Exclusionary&Punishment&in&Public&Schools!(2014),!available&at&!
http://asr.sagepub.com/content/79/6/1067;!See&also,&Are&Zero&Tolerance&
Policies&Effective,&at!854!(Finding!that!school!climate!indicators!show!that!

schools!with!higher!rates!of!school!suspension!and!expulsions!appear!to!have!

less&satisfactory!ratings!of!school!climate.!Research!indicates!a!negative!

relationship!between!use!of!school!suspension!and!expulsion!and!schoolNwide!

academic!achievement,!even!when!controlling!for!demographics!such!as!

socioeconomic!status.)!
12
!Id.!!

13
!Claudia!Rowe,!Contrary&to&popular&belief,&tossing&‘bad’&kids&harms&‘good’&ones,&

too,!Seattle!Times,!May!23,!2015.!
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students,!in!2013,!to!3.5%,!or!41,435!total!students,!in!2017.
14
!Some!

districts,!however,!report!discipline!rates!as!high!as!10%.! In!2017,!

this! equated! to! 288,767! total! days! of! exclusion! and! hundreds! of!

thousands!of!lost!instructional!hours.!On!average,!students!missed!

5.3!instructional!days,!but!for!a!subset!of!this!group!students!were!

denied! access! to! education! on! a! longNterm! or! indefinite! basis! as!

students!fail!to!return!to!the!classroom!and!dropNout!following!an!

exclusion.
15
!This!again!reflects!a!drop,!from!an!average!of!7.7!missed!

instructional! days.
16
! The! numbers! become! even! more! alarming!

when!you!look!at!the!disproportionality!in!who!is!being!disciplined.!

Discipline!data!in!Washington!mirrors!the!numbers!from!around!the!

United!States,!which!show!that!students!of!color,!students!from!lowN

income!backgrounds,!and!students!with!disabilities!are!excluded!at!

higher!rates!than!their!white,!affluent,!and!ableNbodied!peers.!The!

Federal! Civil! Rights! Data! Collection! (CRDC)! shows! that! African!

American! students! represent! 15%! of! students! in! our! schools! but!

35%!of!students!suspended!one!time,!44%!of!students!suspended!

more!than!one!time,!and!36%!of!students!expelled!from!school.
17
!

)
Discipline)Law)in)Washington)
)
As!a!starting!point,!Washington!State!law!requires!that!each!school!

district! adopt! and! publish! reasonable! rules! regarding! student!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14
!Office!of!Superintendent!of!Public!Instruction,!Discipline&Rates,&KN12!Data!and!

Reports,!(last!visited!Feb.!4,!2018),!

www.k12.wa.us/DataAdmin/PerformanceIndicators/DisciplineRates.aspx.!
15
!Id.;!Mosehauer,!supra,&at!vii,!8.!(“771!specifically!stated!that!they!left!school!

permanently!because!of!a!suspension!or!expulsion.”)!!
16
!OSPI,!Discipline&Rates.&(Noting!that!this!is!likely!a!low!estimate!of!the!average!

number!of!missed!days!because!prior!to!the!2016N2017!school!year,!districts!

were!not!required!to!record!exclusion!days!for!expulsions,!so!the!numbers!

reported!are!incomplete!and!do!not!represent!the!actual!number!of!expulsion!

days!in!a!given!year!prior!to!2015N2016.)!
17
!Dear&Colleague&Letter&on&Discipline.!!
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conduct,! discipline! and! rights,! and! allows! schools! to! discipline,!

suspend,!or!expel!students!in!accordance!with!State!law.
18
!!

)
In!2012,!Washington!Appleseed!and!Team!Child!published!a!report!

on! school! discipline! and! its! effects! after! surveying! all! 295! school!

districts! in! Washington.
19
! Unsurprisingly,! the! report! found! that!

exclusionary!discipline!negatively! impacts!academic!success!and!a!

student’s! relationship!with! the!education! system.!The! report!also!

found!that!the!inconsistent!definitions!of!disciplinary!infractions!and!

the! discretionary! implementation! of! exclusion! procedures!

appeared,!at!the!time,!to!have!the!single!largest!impact!on!discipline!

rates! in! Washington.! For! example,! many! disciplinary! sanctions!

occurred!for!vaguely!defined!offenses,!such!as!disrespect!or!willful!

defiance,! in! situations! where! the! teacher! or! administrator! had!

unchecked! discretion.
20
! The! report! found! that! some! schools! had!

severe! academic! penalties! associated!with! longNterm! suspension;!

for!example,!a!school! in!western!Washington!had!a!policy!that!“a!

second! offense! under! the! drug! and! alcohol! section! of! their! rules!

mandated! a! 90Nday! suspension! from! school! that! ‘will! result! in! a!

failure!to!complete!course!requirements!and!a!loss!of!credits.’”
21
!It!

is!unlikely!that!the!average!student,!even!if!they!did!reNengage!with!

school,!would!be!able!to!recover!from!both!a!90Nday!exclusion!and!

a!loss!of!course!credits!to!graduate!on!time.!!

!

At!the!time!of!the!report,!the!vast!majority!of!suspended!or!expelled!

students!did!not!receive!any!services!while!they!were!excluded!from!

the! classroom.! In! the! report,! 183! school! districts! reported! that!

educational! services! were! only! provided! 7%! of! the! time! when! a!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18
!RCW!28A.600.010;!Note:!students!eligible!for!special!education!are!offered!

additional!protections!related!to!discipline!under!state!law,!however!a!

discussion!of!these!provisions!are!beyond!the!scope!of!this!review.!!
19
!Mosehauer,!supra&note!15.&(“The!Appleseed!report!team!requested!

information!from!all!295!school!districts!in!the!state,!however,!not!every!district!

could!provide!a!response!to!every!question!posed.”)!
20
!Mosehauer,!at!37N38.!

21
!Id.!at!10.!!
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student!is!given!a!longNterm!suspension!or!expelled.
22
!Most!schools!

surveyed! were! unable! to! provide! specific! information! about! the!

education! services,! even! if! they! reported! that! some! service! was!

provided.! Out! of! Washington’s! 295! districts,! only! 18! districts!

reported! that! they! provided! homework! assignments,! 5! districts!

provide! online! programs,! and! 5! offered! tutoring.
23
! Further,! the!

report!also!found!that!white!students!were!almost!twice!as!likely!to!

receive! educational! services! while! suspended! or! expelled! than!

students!of!color.
24
!

!

Largely! based! on! the! Washington! AppleseedNTeam! Child! report,!

advocacy!groups!in!Washington!began!calling!for!a!reduction!in!the!

use!of!outNofNschool!suspension!and!the!implementation!restorative!

justice,!or!other!alternative!methods!of!behavior!management.
25
!In!

2013,! the! Washington! legislature! passed! Engrossed! Substitute!

Senate! Bill! (ESSB)! 5946,! which! set! forth! a! “vision! for! improving!

educational!support!systems!for!every!student! in!grades!kN12!and!

seeks! to! provide! support! to! districts! implementing! [multiNtiered!

systems!of!support!(MTSS)].”
26
!The!bill!referenced!how!important!it!

is! to!provide! statewide!models! to! support! the! implementation!of!

MTSS!and!called!for!the!creation!of!a!panel!of!experts!to!develop!a!

menu! of! best! practices! and! strategies! for! reducing! disruptive!

behaviors,!which!must!be!updated!yearly.
27
!The!bill!required!schools!

to!select,!and!use,!a!practice!or!strategy!from!the!menu!beginning!in!

the!2016N17!school!year.
28
!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22
!Id.!at!18.!!

23
!Id.!at!19.!!

24
!Id.!at!31.!!

25
!Id.!at!46.!!

26
!E.S.S.B.!5946,!63rd!Leg.,!2013!2nd!Special!Sess.!(Wa.!2013);!Jess!Lewis,!

Strengthening&Student&Educational&Outcomes&Technical&Report&on&Best&Practices&
and&Strategies&for&Reducing&Disruptive&Behavior&3,!7!(OSPI!2015),!available&at&
www.selforwa.com/uploads/1/6/9/5/16955004/reddisruptbehaviormenubestpr

acticesstrategies2015N1.pdf.!!
27
!E.S.S.B.!5946,!63rd!Leg.,!2013!2nd!Special!Sess.!(Wa.!2013).!

28
!Id.&
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Also! required! by! the! bill,! The! Office! of! Superintendent! of! Public!

Instruction! (OSPI)! convened! the! “Student! Discipline! Task! Force,”!

which!was!instructed!to!develop!standard!definitions!for!the!causes!

of! student!disciplinary! actions! taken! at! the!discretion!of! a! school!

district!and!standards!for!data!collection!on!discipline!that!resulted!

in!the!exclusion!of!a!student!from!school.
29
!The!task!force,!in!their!

final!report,!also!made!recommendations!for!the!implementation!of!

preventative!measures!to!keep!atNrisk!students!in!school,!some!of!

which!included!recommendations!to:!

!

•! Conduct! a! statewide! assessment! to! determine! level! of!

counseling/mental!health! staffing!available!and!how!many!

staff!positions!need!to!be!added!to!provide!adequate!levels!

of!support!for!students!in!this!area;!!

!

•! Implement! MTSS! such! as! schoolNwide! positive! behavior!

intervention! and! supports! (SWPBIS)! and! other! positive!

intervention! programs! and! strategies! at! all! district! and! all!

school!sites;!!

!

•! Implement! restorative! practices! as! part! of! professional!

development!training!for!all!school!leaders!and!certificated!

staff,!and!seriously!consider! implementing!the!model! in!all!

districts;!!

!

•! Train! school! resources! officers! in! restorative! justice!

practices;!!

!

•! Schools!should!develop/implement!a!list!of!evidenceNbased!

strategies! for! addressing! behavior! and! conduct! infractions!

that! (except! in! the!most!extreme!cases)! allow! students! to!

remain!in!class;!and,!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29
!RCW!28A.600.490.!!
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•! Schools!should!create!an!alternative!program!for! inNschool!

suspension.
30
!

!

However,!the!report!only!provided!recommendations.!There!was!no!

mechanism!in!the!bill!or!subsequent!law!that!required!or!supported!

the!actual!implementation!of!these!recommendations;!thus!it!was!

unclear! if! the!requirement!to!reduce!disruptive!student!behaviors!

through! the! menu! of! best! practices! would! reach! all! students! in!

Washington.!

!

Also! in!2014,!OSPI’s!Office!of!Equity!and!Civil!Rights!promulgated!

WAC! 392N190N048,! a! regulation! that! requires! school! districts! and!

public! charter! schools! to! review! disaggregated! student! discipline!

data,!at! least!annually,! to! identify!and!address!disproportionality.!!

District’s!must! review!disproportionality! data! in! the! areas! of! sex,!

race,!limitedNEnglish!proficiency!(i.e.,!English!learners),!and!disability!

(i.e.,!students!protected!under!Section!504!of!the!Rehabilitation!Act!

of!1973!and!the!Individuals!with!Disabilities!in!Education!Act!(IDEA)).!

This!data!review!must!include!an!analysis!of!shortNterm!suspensions,!

longNterm!suspensions,!expulsions,!and!emergency!expulsions.!The!

rule! requires! school! districts! and! charter! schools! that! find! that!

students! in! the! above! categories! are! being! disciplined!

disproportionate!to!their!peers,!must!take!prompt!action!to!ensure!

that!the!disproportion!is!not!the!result!of!discrimination.
31
!!

!

Additionally,!ESSB!5946!also!required!a!panel!of!experts!to!develop!

a!menu!of!best!practices.!The!panel!published!their! first!report! in!

2015,! which! emphasized! the! importance! of! social! emotional!

learning! (SEL)! and! SWPBIS! as! part! of! an!MTSS! framework.
32
! ! For!

example,!the!report!listed!evidenceNbased!practices!and!strategies!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30
!Student!Discipline!Task!Force,!Final&Report&10N19!(2014),!available&at&

www.k12.wa.us/studentdiscipline/pubdocs/StudentDisciplineTaskForceFinalRep

ort2015.PDF.!
31
!WAC!392N190N048.!

32
!Lewis,!supra,&at!3.!
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focused! on! social! and! emotional! skills! such! as:! social! skills!

interventions,! tiered! interventions,! SEL! curriculum,!and!education!

around!resilience.!Additionally,!the!report!listed!behavior!supports!

tied! to! relationship! building! such! as:! tutoring,!mentoring,! service!

learning,!community!based!internships!and!job!shadows,!and!family!

involvement.! Finally,! the! report! listed! alternative! discipline!

strategies,! for! example:! deNescalation! training,! education! around!

behavioral! health,! peer! mediation,! providing! behavior!

consultants.
33
!The!report!concluded!that!these!models!can!be!highly!

impactful! and! research! has! found! that! a! “positive! school! climate!

contributes! significantly! to! increased! academic! achievement,! and!

may!actually!be!more!influential!on!learning!outcomes!than!other!

resources!available!to!a!school.”
34
!!

!

The! most! recent! change! in! State! discipline! law! came! when!

Substitute!House! Bill! 1541!was! passed! by! the! State! legislature! in!

2016!to!address!student!educational!opportunities!and!outcomes.
35
!

The!bill!required!the!School!Directors’!Association!to!create!a!model!

school!discipline!policy!and!directed!schools!to!adopt!policies!and!

procedures! consistent! with! the! model! policy! by! the! 2017N2018!

school! year,! and! required!districts! to!use!disaggregated!discipline!

data!to!“monitor!the!impact!of!the!school!district’s!discipline!policies!

and!procedures.”
36
!The!bill!also!limited!how!shortNterm!suspensions,!

longNterm!suspensions,!and!expulsions!can!be!used!and!when!they!

may!be!used!discretionarily.
37
!For!example,!the!proposed!definitions!

for!suspensions!and!expulsions!state!that!a!suspension!is!a!removal!

from!a!single!subject,!class!period,!or!full!schedule!of!classes!for!a!

definite!period!of!time,!no! longer!than!the! length!of!an!academic!

term.!An!expulsion!is!a!denial!of!attendance!for!a!period!of!time!up!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33
!Id.&at!7N19.!!

34
!Id.&at!6.!!

35
!S.H.B.!1541,!64th!Leg.,!2016!Sess.!(Wa.!2016).!

36
!Id.;!RCW!28A.320.211.!

37
!Id.!!
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to,!but!not!longer!than,!the!length!of!an!academic!term.
38
!Previously!

an!expulsion!could!be!for!an!indefinite!period!of!time.!!

!

SHB!1541!necessitated!substantial!changes!to!Chapter!392N400!of!

the!Washington!Administrative!Code!(WAC),!which!OSPI!proposed!

after!the!bill!passed.!Chapter!392N400!provides!the!rules!for!how!a!

public! school! district! may! administer! student! discipline.
39
! The!

proposed!revisions!should!improve!the!clarity!and!readability!of!the!

rules! for! both! school! districts! and! families,! and! the! revisions!will!

create! increased! opportunities! for! families! to! participate! in! the!

development! of! discipline! policy! and! the! resolution! of! discipline!

issues.
40
! OSPI! held! several! public! hearing! to! receive! comments!

about! the! proposed! rules! in! October! and! November! 2017.!

Comments!were!due!by!November!13,!2017.
41
!!

!

At!that!time,!proposed!revisions!were!quite!extensive,!but!highlights!

include:!

!

●! Limiting! the! use! of! suspension! or! expulsion:! Current! state!

law!allows!schools!to!suspend!a!student!for!more!than!ten!

days! or! expel! a! student! for! certain! serious! behaviors!

although!state! law!encourages!districts!to!consider!actions!

other! than! suspension! or! expulsion.! The! proposed! rules!

encourage! the! use! of! best! practices! to! address! behavior!

without! removing! students! from! the! classroom.! For!

example,! schools!would!be!prohibited! from!suspending!or!

expelling!students!for!absences!or!tardiness.!WAC!392N400N

430!through!392N400N445.!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38
!WAC!392N400N205.!

39
!WAC!392N400N200.!

40
!Office!of!Superintendent!of!Public!Instruction,!Proposed&Student&Discipline&

Rules,&Student!Discipline!(last!visited!Feb.!4,!2018),!
www.k12.wa.us/StudentDiscipline/Rules/.!
41
!Id.!!
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●! Clear!definitions!and!procedures!for!types!of!discipline:!The!

proposed! rules! clarify! definitions,! limitations,! and! due!

process!protections!for!suspensions,!expulsions,!emergency!

expulsions,! and! other! exclusions! from! the! classroom.! The!

proposed!rules!clarify!when!an!exclusion!from!the!classroom!

amounts! to! a! suspension,! which! is! important! because!

suspensions! require! additional! notice! and! due! process! for!

the! student! and! the! student’s! parents.! For! each! type! of!

discipline,!the!proposed!rules!clarify!when!parents!must!be!

notified! and! the! procedures! that! schools! are! required! to!

follow.!The!goal!of!these!revisions!are!to!ensure!that!schools!

administer!discipline!appropriately,!accurately! report!data,!

and! follow! proper! procedures.!WAC! 392N400N110! through!

392N400N530.!

!

●! Educational! services! during! a! suspension! or! expulsion:!

Current! state! law! requires! school! districts! to! provide!

students! with! the! opportunity! to! receive! educational!

services!during!any!suspension!or!expulsion.!The!proposed!

rule!outlines!how!school!districts!should!provide!educational!

services! based! on! the! student’s! needs! and! the! type! of!

discipline.!WAC!392N400N610.!

!

●! Student! reengagement:! Current! state! law! requires! school!

districts!to!meet!with!the!student!and!parents!to!develop!a!

plan! to! support! the! student’s! successful! return! to! school!

when!a!school!district!administers!a!suspension!longer!than!

ten!days!or!an!expulsion.!The!proposed! rules!encourage!a!

collaborative! process! between! the! school! personnel,! the!

student,!and!the!parents!to!support!the!student!and!address!

the!circumstances!that! led!to!the!suspension!or!expulsion.!

The! proposed! rules! include! considerations! for! school!

districts! to! assess! to! ensure! the! reengagement! plan! is!

culturally! sensitive,! responsive,! and! tailored! to! students’!

individual!needs.!WAC!392N400N710.!

!
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●! Clear! and! simple! notice! and! due! process! procedures:! the!

proposed! rules! provide! clear! procedures! for! notifying! the!

student! and! the! student’s! parents! when! a! school! district!

suspends!or!expels!a!student.!The!procedures!also!address!

how!to!resolve!any!disagreements!about!the!suspension!or!

expulsion,!and!they!encourage!a!collaborative!approach!to!

address! concerns! and!disagreements! about! discipline.! The!

procedures! also! provide! more! opportunities! for! parent!

participation.!WAC!392N400N450!through!3920N400N480!and!

392N400N515!through!392N400N530.
42
!

!

It!is!encouraging!that!the!proposed!regulations!call!for!an!increased!

use!of!alternative!discipline!strategies!and!more!parent!engagement!

and!it!will!be!interesting!to!watch!the!impact!of!the!new!laws.!Based!

on!the!comments,!OSPI!made!revisions!to!the!proposed!rules!and!

filed!supplemental!revised!rules!on!February!21,!2018.!Comments!

are! due! by! July! 17,! 2018! so! it! is! not! yet! clear! when! the! new!

regulations!will!go!into!effect.!!

!

Impact)of)Federal)Guidance))
)
Around!the!same!time!that!advocacy!groups!in!Washington!began!

calling!for!change!at!the!State!level!in!2014,!the!Office!for!Civil!Rights!

(OCR)!at!ED!issued!guidance!that!supports!reforms!that!“encourage!

the! development! of! alternative! disciplinary! approaches! such! as!

restorative! justice.”
43
!The!guidance!notes! that!many!schools!have!

adopted! effective! programs! that! focus! on! positive! behavior! and!

incorporate! a! wide! range! of! strategies! that! include! “conflict!

resolution,!restorative!practices,!counseling,!and!structured!systems!

of! positive! interventions.”
44
! ED! urges! schools! to! take! “deliberate!

steps!to!create!the!positive!school!climate!that!can!help!prevent!and!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42
!Id.&&

43
!Dear&Colleague&Letter&on&Discipline.!

44&Id.!!
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change! inappropriate! behaviors”
45
! and! provides! educators! with!

tools! to! support! student! success! and! create! an!environment! free!

from! discrimination.! This! guidance! came! at! a! time! when! some!

districts! were! already!working! to! reduce! suspensions,! but! it! also!

provided! a! push! to! other! districts! to! rework! their! disciplinary!

procedures.!

!

Senators! and! members! of! the! U.S.! House! of! Representatives,! in!

opposition! to! the!potential! recession!of! the! 2014!Dear! Colleague!

Letter,!note!that!the!guidance!is!“crucial!to!ensuring!that!all!students!

receive! a! safe,! equitable,! and! highNquality! education! as! well! as!

helping!schools!and!other!recipients!of!federal!financial!assistance!

understand! their! obligations! to! develop! and! administer! discipline!

policies!in!a!nondiscriminatory!manner.”
46
!Further,!this!letter!points!

out! that! the! guidance! supports! states! in! meeting! their! current!

obligations!under! the!Every!Student!Succeeds!Act,!which!requires!

states! to! include! in! state! plans! how! the! state! will! support! local!

education!agencies!(LEAs)!in!improving!school!conditions!including!

by! reducing! “(i)! incidences! of! bullying! and! harassment;! (ii)! the!

overuse! of! discipline! practices! that! remove! students! from! the!

classroom!and!(iii)!the!use!of!aversive!behavioral!interventions!that!

compromise!student!health!and!safety.”
47
!!

!

On!August!1,!2016,!ED!further!emphasized!its!support!for!alternative!

discipline!methods!in!a!new!guidance!package!released!by!the!Office!

of! Special! Education! and! Rehabilitative! Services! (OSERS).! The!

guidance!emphasizes!that!the!“failure!to!consider!and!provide!for!

needed!behavioral!supports!through!the![individualized!education!

program! (IEP)]!process! is! likely! to! result! in!a! child!not! receiving!a!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45
!Id.!!

46
!Press!release,!supra&note&2.&&

47
!Every!Student!Succeeds!Act,!Sec.!1111(g)(1)(C).!
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meaningful! educational! benefit! or! FAPE.”
48
! The! Individuals! with!

Disabilities! Education! Act! (IDEA)! requires! that! if! behavioral!

interventions!and!supports!are!necessary!for!a!student,!they!must!

be!included!in!the!student’s!IEP;!and!specifically!requires!IEP!teams!

to! consider! the! use! of! positive! behavioral! interventions! and!

supports.
49
!And,!while!the!IDEA!does!allow!schools!to!use!shortNterm!

removal! as! a! form! of! discipline! for! a! child! with! a! disability,! the!

guidance!notes!that! if!removal! is!being!used,!and!especially!being!

used!repeatedly,!it!may!be!an!indication!that!the!IEP!(as!written!or!

applied)!is!not!working!and!needs!to!be!reviewed!and!revised.
50
!

!

While!the!guidance!focuses!on!exclusionary!discipline!in!the!context!

of!students!with!disabilities,!the!letter!is!part!of!the!“Department’s!

broader! work! to! encourage! school! environments! that! are! safe,!

supportive,! and! conducive! to! teaching! and! learning,! where!

educators! actively! prevent! the! need! for! shortNterm! disciplinary!

removals!by!effectively!supporting!and!responding!to!behavior.”
51
!

ED!strongly!encourages!schools!to!use!a!school!wide,!multiNtiered!

system! of! supports! behavioral! framework! that! is! proactive! and!

preventative,!and!addresses!underlying!causes.
52
! Importantly,! the!

guidance!highlights!that!exclusion!may!not!be!the!appropriate!form!

of! discipline! for! a! student!with! an! IEP! and! situates! this! guidance!

package! within! ED’s! broader! goal! of! pushing! for! the! use! of!

proactive/preventative!methods!with!all!students.!!!

!

As! noted,! these! guidance! packages! both! encourage! and! support!

states!in!moving!toward!the!goal!of!reducing!the!use!of!exclusionary!

discipline.!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48
!U.S.!Dept.!of!Education!Office!of!Special!Education!and!Rehabilitative!Services,!

Dear&Colleague&Letter&on&the&Inclusion&of&Behavioral&Supports&in&Individualized&
Education&Programs&(2016).!!
49
!Id.&at!1;!34!C.F.R.!§§300.324(a)(2)(i)!and!(b)(2),!and!300.320(a)(4);!20!U.S.C.!

§1414(d)(3)(B)(i).!
50
!34!C.F.R.!§!300.530(b)(1);!OSERS&Letter,&supra,&at!11.!!

51
!Id.&at!2.!!

52
!Id.&at!5N6.!!
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!

Conclusion)
)
Today,! most! of! the! nation’s! largest! school! districts! are! trying! to!

reduce! outNofNschool! suspensions! and! more! than! 25! states! have!

passed! legislation! to! help! accomplish! this! goal.
53
!Washington!has!

passed!two!laws!in!the!last!several!years!that!focus!on!the!reduction!

of!exclusionary!discipline!and! the!promotion!of!best!practices! for!

alternative! methods! of! behavior! management.! The! most! recent!

proposed! changes! also! clarify! requirements! that! students! have!

access! to! educational! services! while! suspended! or! expelled! and!

encourage!increased!family!engagement.!!!

!

As! discipline! laws! continue! to! change! and! districts! explore!

nontraditional!discipline!methods,!it!will!be!important!to!continue!

to! study! the! impact! of! these! changes.! Is! the! overall! number! of!

excluded!students!going!down?!As!that!rate!of!exclusion!falls,!are!

the! disproportionality! gaps! also! closing?! Can!we!discern!whether!

there! are! particular! best! practices! for! alternative! discipline! that!

make! the! most! impact! on! student! engagement,! positive! school!

climate,! and! academic! success?! Because! we! likely! won’t! see! the!

impact!of!SHB!1541!for!several!school!years,!it!will!be!important!to!

closely! watch! schools! that! have! success! and! schools! that! are!

struggling!and!continue!to!push!the!State!to!support!practices!that!

encourage!the!continued!reduction!of!exclusionary!discipline.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53
!D’Orio,!supra&note&2.!!
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Investing%in%Our%Young%Leaders%

Author:(Melanie(Lyons(

Young!people!will!shape!our!society!and!our!future!world.!We!need!

to!invest!in!their!success.!

!

In!our!region!of!the!Puget!Sound,!it!has!been!predicted!that!by!2020!

more! than! 67%!of! jobs!will! require! a! college! degree! or! technical!

credential.
1
!Yet,!less!than!30%!of!the!young!people!who!grow!up!in!

our!poorest!neighborhoods!are!achieving! this! level!of!education.
2
!

Only!72%!of!students!from!lowNincome!communities!graduate!from!

high!school!on!time,!and!only!27%!earn!a!two!or!fourNyear!college!

degree).
3
!This!is!a!huge!waste!of!talent!and!potential!and!will!have!a!

negative!economic!impact!on!our!region.!

!

However,! as! the! aforementioned! statistics! show,! far! too! many!

young!people!from!lowNincome!backgrounds,!especially!students!of!

color,! are! falling! through! the! cracks! in! our! education! systems.!

Summer! Search! envisions! a! country!where! college! campuses! and!

leadership!positions!are!filled!with!many!more!people!of!color!who!

are! representative! of! the! many! economic! backgrounds,!

perspectives,!and!cultures!with!which!our!country!abounds.!

!

Summer!Search!is!devoted!to!changing!these!statistics!for!the!young!

people!we! serve! in! the! schools!with! the!highest!poverty! levels! in!

South!Seattle!and!South!King!County.!In!2017,!100%!of!our!students!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!Road Map Project 2017 Results Report, ROAD MAP PROJECT, 

http://www.roadmapproject.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/RoadMapProject2017ResultsReport.pdf.  
2 Id.  
3 Id.  
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graduated!from!high!school,!and!66%!graduated!from!college!within!

six!years.
4
!Our!program!works!because!of!the!unique!combination!

of! mentoring! from! fullNtime,! paidNstaff! mentors,! transformative!

summer!experiences,!and!“start!to!finish”!college!support!that!helps!

students!build!the!skills!they!need!to!thrive.!!

!

Every! spring,! our! high! school! mentors! are! busy! deepening! their!

relationships!with!our!students!and!helping!the!students!integrate!

their! reflections! from! their! summer! experiences! into! their! daily!

lives.!These!mentors!also!help!place!juniors!in!their!second!summer!

programs! and! prepare! to! welcome! a! whole! new! class! of!

sophomores.!Our!college!access!and!success!mentors!are!also!hard!

at!work!supporting!students!with!college!applications,!financial!aid,!

and!their!pursuit!of!bachelor’s!degrees.!

!

I!am!often!asked!by!people!what!our!students!are!doing!now.!Well,!

they! are! teachers,! police! officers,! analysts,! chefs,! photographers,!

doctors,! nurses,! nonNprofit! professionals,! engineers,! and! more.!

These!young!people! took!a! risk.!They!said!“yes”! to!being! leaders,!

“yes”! to!giving!back! to! their!communities,!and!“yes”! to!being! the!

first! in! their! families! to! go! to! college.! All! these! students! need! to!

succeed!is!a!chance.!

!

I!am!proud!to!be!part!of!an!organization!that!provides!that!chance.!

Our!promise!to!the!students!we!serve!is!that!we!will!stand!by!their!

sides,! expose! them! to! opportunities! to! develop! their! life! and!

leadership! skills,! be! their! mentors! and! coaches,! and! help! them!

become!the!people!they!are!meant!to!be.!It! is!a!long!process,!but!

our! communities! and! our! students! will! thrive! because! of! this!

investment.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Our Impact, SUMMER SEARCH, https://www.summersearch.org/impact. !
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The%Future%of%Education%Policy%and%Advocacy%

Author:(Daniel(Zavala(

When!I!first!came!into!the!education!advocacy!space,!much!of!the!

work! was! centralized! and! driven! topNdown! from! large! national!

organizations.! Today,!many!of! those!organizations!have!dissolved!

entirely,!dwindled!in!size,!or!deserted!their!existing!practices.!How!

come?!The!education!policy!landscape!today!requires!a!more!radical!

approach! to! research! and! advocacy.! Why?! I! note! two! theories.!

Firstly,! our! progress! to! date! for! our! most! vulnerable! student!

populations! (students! of! color,! students! living! in! lowNincome!

households,! students! with! limited! English! proficiency,! learning!

disabilities!or!developmental!delays,!etc.)!has!been!far!too!slow.!And!

secondly! N! the! changing! demographics! and! demands! of! our!

education!system!have!morphed!to!necessitate!a!change.!!

Prior!to!delving!into!our!progress!to!date!and!changed!landscape,!I!

believe!it!is!important!to!put!2018!into!context!of!how!the!reform!

movement!has!changed!over!time.
1
!In!this!work,!I!have!seen!roughly!

three! phases.! Phase! 1:! wellNintentioned! dominant! culture! made!

changes!to! communities! for! their!good.!Phase!2:!wellNintentioned!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!While!the!Coleman!Report!(“Equality!of!Educational!Opportunity,”!1966)!serves!

as!the!de!facto!originator!of!highlighting!racial!achievement!gaps,!I!use!No!Child!

Left!Behind!(2001)!as!a!reference!point!because!it!serves!as!the!first!largeNscale!

federal!implementation!of!accountabilityNbased!reform!and!standardized!

assessment!aimed!at!closing!performance!gaps!for!all!students.!It!also!allowed!

crossNstate!and!crossNdemographic!comparisons!on!academic!outcomes.!

Although!it!should!be!noted!common!exams!can!trace!their!history!back!to!1845!

with!Horace!Mann!and!the!Boston!Public!School!Committee.!

https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/23361535.pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A8e8d8c4

63212a125ffd6a2d86c86acb4!
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dominant! culture! made! change! on) behalf) of) communities! by!

taking! into! consideration!what! they! are! experiencing! or! need.! In!

some!part,! this!was!researchNbased,!albeit! largely!housed! in!think!

tanks! and! university! institutions! with! varying! degrees! of! fidelity.!

Phase!3:!where!I!see!the!current!era!of!this!work!heading,
2
!we!are!

not! making! decisions! based! solely! on! the! interpretation! by!

dominant!culture,!but!actually!including!our!diverse!communities!in!

the!process,!working!with)the!communities!we!serve.!To!me,!this!is!

what! will! lead! to! local! investment! in! policy! implementation! and!

outcomes!AND!what!will!lead!to!developing!a!method!for!achieving!

those!outcomes.!

Adapting)our)approach)because)the)progress)to)date)has)been)too)
slow:))

Between! 2001! and! 2017,!Washington! state! increased! the! 4Nyear!

cohort! graduation! rate! from!66%! to! 79%.
3
!Admirable.! Yet,! at! the!

current!rate,!one!percent!per!annum,!we!won’t!get!every!student!

graduated!until!at!least!2038.!In!terms!of!postsecondary!enrollment!

(both! 2N! and! 4Nyear! colleges),! the! national! average! is! 59.9%.!

Washington!sits!at!46.2%.!Yet,!the!majority!of!job!openings!require!

some!postsecondary!credential.
4
!Even!enrollment!does!not!serve!as!

a!marker!for!success,!since!a!full!25%!of!high!school!students!fail!to!

earn!a!postsecondary!credential!(in!addition!to!the!25%!that!drop!

out!before!graduation).
5
! ! If!we!go!deeper!and! look!at! the!specific!

demographic! rates,! the! trajectory! looks!even!more!protracted! for!

many! populations,! especially! English! Learners,! students! in! foster!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
!I!use!the!term!“heading,”!because!I!see!the!majority!of!our!space!between!

phases!2!and!3!(although!there!are!certainly!some!organizations!operating!in!

phase!1).!That!is,!some!organizations!are!operating!in!the!phase!3!space,!and!a!

good!majority!are!operating!in!phase!2.!Perhaps!think!of!it!as!a!normal!

distribution!between!phases!1,!2,!and!3.!!!
3
!OSPI!Report!Card!N!

http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/summary.aspx?groupLevel=District&schoolId=

1&reportLevel=State&yrs=2016N17&year=2016N17!
4
!http://www.waroundtable.com/wpN

content/uploads/2016/10/WKWJ_FactSheet.pdf!
5
!http://www.k12.wa.us/DataAdmin/pubdocs/GradDropout/16N17/2016N

17GraduationDropoutStatisticsAnnualReport.pdf!
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care! or! experiencing! homelessness,! and! those! requiring! special!

education!services.!!

The!last!biennial!state!budget!(2015N17),!Washington!spent!almost!

$25B!on!education!(60%!of!all!spending,!an!increase!of!$6B!over!the!

previous! six! years).! Yet,! according! to! results! from! the! National!

Assessment! of! Educational! Progress! (NAEP)! there! has! been! no!

statistically!significant!change!across!4th!grade!math!or!8th!grade!

performance!over!the!same!6Nyear!period!(high!school!grades!are!

not! assessed! in! Washington).
6
! In! Washington,! the! majority! of!

students!did!not!meet!proficiency!for!any!subject!area.!Equally!or!

perhaps!even!more!troubling,!the!20+!point!performance!gaps!with!

students! of! color! and! students! from! lowNincome! households! and!

their!peers!remain!unchanged!between!2011!and!2015.!!!

If! our! stated! goal! is! to! ensure! all!Washington! students! have! selfN

determined!pathways!to!postsecondary!opportunities,!then!we!are!

a! long! way! off.! Even! more! troubling! is! where! some! trends! are!

pointing!downward!and!there!is!no!clear!path!to!accomplishment.!

Our!efforts!are!showing!some!incremental!improvement!generally!

across!the!state.!But!we!need!more!than!incremental!progress.!We!

need! dramatic! improvement.! We! also! need! more! than! general!

gains,! we! need! that! progress! to! be! demonstrated! across! every!

student! group! and! we! need! efforts! targeted! on! those! with! the!

greatest! need.! And! to! add! more! complexity! to! this! matter! of!

academic!progress,! if!our!end!goal! is! that! students!have! financial!

security!(i.e.!familyNwage!earning!jobs),!we!are!also!a!long!way!off.!!!!

There! is! no! county! in! the!United! States!where! a!minimum!wage!

earner! can! financially! support! a! family! (i.e.! pay! for! rent,!

transportation,! utilities,! food,! etc.)
7
.! More! specifically,! in!

Washington!the!minimum!wage!of!$11.50!is!nearly!$0.80!per!hour!

less!than!required!for!a!single!adult!to!have!a!living!wage!(a!full!$5.50!

per! hour! for! a! household! with! two! children! and! two! working!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
!2003!was!the!last!year!where!statistically!significant!academic!progress!was!

shown!for!8th!grade!Math!or!ELA.!2005!was!the!last!year!for!4th!grade!Math.!

See!NAEP!Data!Tools!for!more!information.!!
7
!http://nlihc.org/oor!
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adults).
8
! Exacerbating! the! issue!within! families! and! communities,!

the! United! States! suffers! from! severe! lack! of! economic!mobility.!

Barely! half! of! children! born! in! 1985! will! earn! more! than! their!

parents
9
.! Encouragingly,!Washington! state! provides! an! optimistic!

outlook!with! less! income! inequality! than! the!U.S.! average.
10
! Less!

encouragingly,! for! those! that! do! earn! a! postsecondary! degree! or!

certificate,!the!financial!burden!of!those!programs!can!be!a!heavy!

burden.!Washington! student! borrowers,! some!800,000! of! us,! are!

saddled!with!$24B!in!student!loan!debt.
11
!!

If! we! are! to! create! meaningful! pathways! that! lead! to! successful!

academic! and! financial! outcomes,! we! need! to! tackle! both! the!

structural!challenges!in!academic!programming!and!the!thousands!

of!students!that!do!not!end!up!in!livingNwage!earning!jobs.!!

Adapting)our)approach)based)on)the)changing)demographics)of)our)
education)system:))

The! public! education! system! of! today! is! increasingly!made! up! of!

young!people!who!look!like!me.!In!2013,!the!majority!of!students!in!

this! country's! public! education! system! come! from! lowNincome!

households.!In!2014,!the!majority!of!students!in!this!country's!public!

education!system!are!ethnic!and!racial!minorities.!Over!a! third!of!

our!students!have!specific!learning!disabilities!and!need!specialized!

education.!The!trends!are!similar!for!our!English!language!learners!

and! students! in! foster! or! unstable! housing! (i.e.! homeless! and!

migrant).!!

Locally,! from! 2001N2017! (the! same! time! frame! used! above),!

Washington! state! added! 100,000! more! students! to! its! public!

education!system.
12
!The!Hispanic/Latino!student!population!more!

than! doubled! and! comprises! nearly! a! quarter! of! all! students.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
!http://livingwage.mit.edu/states/53!!

9
!http://www.equalityNofNopportunity.org/!!

10
!http://scorecard.prosperitynow.org/dataNbyNlocation#state/wa!!

11
http://www.atg.wa.gov/news/newsNreleases/agNfergusonNsNstudentNloanN

reportNreinforcesNneedNprotections!
12
!

http://reportcard.ospi.k12.wa.us/summary.aspx?groupLevel=District&schoolId=

1&reportLevel=State&yrs=2001N02&year=2001N02!
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Bilingual/English! learners! nearly! doubled,! growing! from! 5.9%! to!

11.3%.!Students!living!in!low!income!households!grew!from!31%!to!

43%!of!all!students.!Modest!growth!occurred!with!students!needing!

special! education! services! (11.5N13.8%).!Meanwhile,!Black/African!

American! and! White! students! decreased! as! a! proportion! of! the!

overall!public!education!system!(from!5.3%!to!4.4%!and!74.4%!to!

55.2%,!respectively).
13
!

Interestingly,!the!five!mostNpopulous!unincorporated!county!areas!

(Pierce,!Snohomish,!King,!Clark!and!Kitsap,!respectively)!have!almost!

as!much!population!as! the! five! largest! cities! in! the! state! (Seattle,!

Spokane,! Tacoma,! Vancouver! and! Bellevue,! respectively):! 1.40!

million!versus!1.46!million,!respectively.
14
!I!point!this!out!to!highlight!

the!population!distribution!in!our!state!in!nonNurban!areas.!!

The!very!face!of!public!education!is!changing!at!the!studentNlevel,!

and! this! is! matched! with! changing! demands! of! our! national!

economy.!47%!of!U.S.!jobs!are!subject!to!machine!automation!over!

the!next!two!decades.
15
!If!that!is!too!far!on!the!horizon!to!catch!your!

attention,!how!about!nearly!1/3!of!the!existing!U.S.!workforce!being!

replaced!by!robotic!automation!by!2030.
16
!While!there!are!several!

efforts! to! provide! skills! training! for! displaced! workers! (see!

Washington!Career!Bridge
17
),!some!skills!centers!can!be!inaccessible!

if!you!do!not!have!your!own!transportation.!

A!changing!system!necessitates!a!changed!approach.!Students!are!

more!diverse!today!than!ever!before.!Job!demands!will!not!be!met!

with!the!existing!structure!of!our!system.!The!challenges!do!not!have!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13
!Asian,!Pacific!Islander,!American!Indian/Native!population!data!

collection/reporting!changes!over!time!make!comparison!inaccurate.!State!data!

also!now!includes!Two!or!More!Races!as!an!option.!
14
!

https://www.ofm.wa.gov/sites/default/files/public/dataresearch/pop/april1/of

m_april1_poptrends.pdf!
15
!

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/documents/

ArtificialNIntelligenceNAutomationNEconomy.PDF!
16
https://www.mckinsey.com/globalNthemes/futureNofNorganizationsNandN

work/whatNtheNfutureNofNworkNwillNmeanNforNjobsNskillsNandNwages!!
17
!http://www.careerbridge.wa.gov/Page.aspx?cid=100!!
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to!result!in!a!pessimistic!outlook,!but!rather!present!an!opportunity!

to!engage!in!advocacy!in!ways!we!have!not!done!at!a!systemNwide!

level.!This!is!where!the!Phase!3!work!comes!into!play.!!!

Phase)3:))

I!want!to!be!clear!about!one!thing:!I!do!not!fault!or!denigrate!the!

previous!approach!to!work!in!the!sector.!In!fact,!it!is!this!work!that!

has! brought! significant! systemic! changes! to! public! education.!

Accountability!and!transparency!were!not!a!part!of!the!lexicon!until!

No! Child! Left! Behind.! Interventions! and! supports! for! chronically!

underperforming! schools! were! not! spotlighted! until! Race! to! The!

Top.! In!Washington,!we! have!made! significant! strides! in! funding,!

discipline! reform,! staffing! supports,! and! other! parts! of! basic!

education
18
.! But! changing! needs! require! a! different! approach.!

“Insanity&is&doing&the&same&thing&over&and&over&again,&but&expecting&
different& results.”19!We!are! stagnating! in!our! current!approach! to!

this!work.!We!need!to!change!things!up!to!get!the!dramatic!results!

that! will! open! access! to! opportunities! for! our!most! underserved!

students.! So!while! I! do! not! fault! the! previous! approach,! it! is! still!

indeed…previous.!!

So!how!do!we!work!with!the!communities!we!serve!and!include!our!

diverse!communities!in!the!decisionNmaking!process?!!

We)need)to)focus)on)and)provide)support)to)the)implementation)
of)policies)enacted)with)strong)community)engagement.!There!is!a!
common!phrase!that!90%!of!education!policy!rests!with!the!state.!I!

would!go!further!and!say!that!90%!of!our!ability!to!effect!behavioral!

changes!rests!with!the!implementation!of!policy.!As!advocates!we!

often!fixate!on!creating!a!perfect!law.!We!must!fixate!even!more!so!

on! building! relationships! with! state! agencies,! regional! education!

service!districts,! local!districts!and!schools.!As!we!build! trust!with!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18
!See!the!major!elements!of!HB1541,!SB2261,!SB2776,!HB2422,!and!and!

SB6362.!!
19
!While!often!attributed!to!Einstein,!this!quote!is!documented!to!have!started!

with!mystery!novelist!Rita!Mae!Brown.!See!

http://www.businessinsider.com/misattributedNquotesN2013N10.!!
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the!implementers,!we!can!craft!better!policy!because!it!will!be!based!

on!feedback!from!those!tasked!with!putting!it!into!practice.!!

We! need! to! ground! research! and! advocacy! in! communityNbased!

participation.! For! many! years,! research! exploited! or! altogether!

ignored!community!need.
20
!It!is!a!moral!and!professional!imperative!

to! authentically! include! communities! in! multiple! stages! of! policy!

development.! As! advocates! within! established! dominantNculture!

organizations,!we! need! to! use! our! power! and! privilege! to! create!

channels!for!those!most!impacted!to!advocate!themselves.!We!need!

to!elevate!rather!than!appropriate.!We!need!to!recognize!where!we!

may!not!be!the!appropriate!messenger!for!delivering!a!narrative!and!

presenting!an!issue.!!

Finally,!we!need!to!shift!mindsets!from!accountability!and!control!

over! bad! actors! to! flexibility! and! faith! in! good! actors.! The! two!

mindsets! have! very! different! realities! when! operationalized.! The!

control! mindset! strives! for! rigidity! through! statewide! uniformity,!

nay! conformity,! to! ensure! all! system! actors! behave! in! the! same!

manner.!This!conformity!has!not!meet!the!needs!of!a!unique!and!

diverse! student! population.! The! faith! mindset! strives! to! provide!

supports! and! an! environment! that! can! cultivate! innovative!

practices.! Innovation! is! the! key! to! accomplishing! dramatic!

improvement!in!student!outcomes.!!

As! President! Barack! Obama! stated,! "Part& of& your& ability& to&
lead…doesn't& have& to& do& with& legislation.& It& doesn't& have& to& do&
with&regulations.&It&has&to&do&with&shaping&attitudes,&shaping&culture,&
increasing&awareness...”21&That!is!our!task!ahead.!To!shape!attitudes!
and!culture.!To!let!the!innovation!mindset!drive!our!legislation!and!

regulations.! To! increase! awareness! where! disenfranchised!

communities’! needs! are! invisible! to! a! system.! The! expertise! and!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20
!The!most!notorious!example!may!be!the!Tuskegee!Syphilis!Study.!See!Under!

the!shadow!of!Tuskegee:!African!Americans!and!health!care.!Gamble&VN&Am&J&
Public&Health.&1997&Nov;&87(11):1773[8.&

!
21
!Interview!with!David!Letterman!on!January!12,!2018.!My!Next!Guest!Needs!No!

Introduction:!“It’s!a!Whole!New!Ballgame!Now.”!!
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solutions!have!always!existed!within! local! communities.!As!policy!

advocates,!we! just! need! to! phase! out! our! ineffective! approaches!

and!usher! in!a!new!era!of!authentic!community!engagement.!Our!

kids’!lives!truly!depend!on!it.!!!

!

!


